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2022 Summer Learning Program Board Plan and Report Back  

The Board Plan for Summer Learning 2022
With the ongoing considerations as to how students learn, the 2022 Summer Learning Program (SLP) can again be 
organized and offered in different formats, including virtual learning and in-person/face-to-face classes. It is understood 
that summer learning plans may vary from board to board and be individually designed to meet the needs of their more 
vulnerable students, parents, and communities.

Due to these variable conditions and that, for 2022, there may be a range of face-to-face student learning classes and 
virtual SLPs, it is important for the Council of Ontario Directors of Education (CODE) to maintain a clear picture of:

- the range of programs offered this summer;
- the successes of students and teachers;
- the challenges they face; and,
- the solutions undertaken by boards.

CODE has a reporting responsibility to the Ministry of Education on Summer Learning Programs and their funding; 
reviewing board SLP plans greatly assists with this reporting and with future planning.

Boards are asked to complete the following template which provides important information in two categories: the first 
section (Plan) outlines the board’s summer learning plan for 2022; the second (Outcomes) reports on results achieved 
during this year’s program.

Some suggested activities/strategies are included in the plan template. While these should be considered as examples only 
and are not necessarily required, please note that these suggestions have been identified in discussions with board leads 
as areas they are undertaking to support their SLP students, teachers, and parents. Board leads are encouraged to outline 
the activities/strategies that their board will be using this summer and are also asked to include a sample of a daily 
schedule/timetable with their board plan.

Boards should submit two reports: the first part of the attached template (due June 30, 2022) will include the board 
plan(s) for summer learning; the second part (due August 31, 2022) will report on the outcomes accomplished.

Please return the completed Board Plan and Report Back by email to Janette Jensen janette@ontariodirectors.ca on the 
dates specified above. A copy must also be forwarded to the CODE Regional Lead for your board.

Only one Plan/Report Back document, encompassing all regular CODE SLP programs offered, is required.
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Board Information

The statistical information requested below is to be included in the June 30, 2022 report and updated in the final board 
report submitted on August 31, 2022.

Summer Learning Program Team (please indicate names)

Name of Board Catholic District School Board of Eastern Ontario

Supervisory Officer
Responsible for the 
SLP

Brent Bovaird, Superintendent of School Effectiveness

SLP
Principal/Coordinator

Tracy O’Brien

SLP Teachers Amanda Dickson – St. Joseph Gananoque 
Emma Anderson – St. Joseph, Gananoque
Mara Harrison – St. Francis de Sales, Smiths Falls 
Amanda McKenzie – St. Francis, Xavier, Brockville

Number of Classes

Number of virtual 
learning classes

0

Number of face-to-
face student

learning classes

4 Funded through CODE

Allocation by Board

Number of classes 
provided through
CODE funding

4

Number of classes
provided through 
Board funding

18

Number of classes 
offered through other 
funding (please 
specify e.g., other
Ministry program

9 – Funded through Enhanced Tutoring Program
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funding, community
partnerships, etc.)
Total number of
classes

31

Breakdown of Classes:

Grade/Division

Program Focus 
(e.g., Literacy, 
Numeracy,
Blended)

Total Number of 
Classes

Total Number of 
Students

Total Number of Hours 
of Student Instruction 
Per Day

Kindergarten-Grade 3 Blended 21 267 6

Grades 4, 5, 6 Blended 8 89 6

Combined Classes K-6 Blended 2 30 6

Classes for English 
Language Learners NA

Classes for 
Indigenous Students

NA

Summer Learning Program Schedule (Dates and Hours):

Dates when the SLP is offered (e.g., July 5 to 23) July 4-July 22, 2022

Hours of student instruction (e.g., 9 am to 12 pm). Note: the minimum requirement is three hours daily or 
equivalent to 45 hours of instruction. 9-3 daily

Indicate different modes of student instruction and amount of time for students on each task
(e.g., synchronous class learning, online small group or individual instruction, parent-student-teacher 
meetings, etc.)

All in-person learning
Additional hours of instruction (if applicable: e.g., virtual visits, parent sessions, activities, etc.)

These sessions will be embedded throughout the day and will be voluntary to all parents. We have 
planned three “Lunch and Learn” Parent Sessions focused on Transition Planning, Assisting your Child with 
Anxiety, and Establishing routines when returning to school in the fall. These will run each Tues, Wed, and 
Thursday for the three weeks. Parents can sign up and be sent a link to the sessions.
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Planning and Preparation

Preparing for the 2022 Summer Learning Program

During the past year, boards have been adapting to the demands of teaching in different settings for 
student learning. Areas that boards may address during summer programs include:

- preparing teachers for synchronous learning;
- identifying technology needs and support staff;
- providing additional resources for parents and students;
- supporting students for whom virtual learning is not a possibility;
- organizing/transitioning to face-to-face student learning; and
- supporting students for return to in-class/school learning in September.

Outline the most important considerations that your board may face when planning for your 2022 
Summer Learning Program and how you plan to address these areas.
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Planning and Preparation

Preparing the learning platform and 
training our educators with the provided 
digital programming and learning 
resources that are encouraged to use for 
instruction – we provided 3 hours of 
training from board staff, as well as 
provided 2 additional hours to work with 
their teaching/tutor partner to review 
programing and set-up access and class 
lists for our digital dashboard programs. 
Training the teachers how to access and 
use dashboard data from these provided 
programs to differentiate their instruction 
and meet each student where they are at 
in their learning. Although this year we are 
offering a full in-person session, we are 
also looking to use the Teams platform to 
support learning online, as a method of 
communication for parents and also to 
keep parents informed with pictures, 
announcements, and other important 
information they need to know for the 
duration of the program.

Pre & Post Diagnostics- setting up these 
diagnostics and discussing the 
implementation with staff is significant in 
the data it provides us for our program
and its impact on student learning. There
is a pre-diagnostic on Day 2 of our program 
across all grades. There is a diagnostic 
specific to literacy and another specific to 
numeracy. The students complete the 
same post diagnostic in the 2nd last day of 
the program for a comparable. This is one 
of our planned measures for success.

Building Partnership with the 
Parent/Guardian- Creating opportunities 
for communication with parents in

Outcomes

Training

Summer Learning Staff all attended paid live virtual training 
sessions on June 16th and June 21st , 2022.  Training was 
facilitated by the CDSBEO Curriculum, Religion, Indigenous 
Education and Special Education Teams.  

Teachers and tutors became more familiar with the
program and were introduced to the bank of resources that 
were compiled in a OneNote document. Several resources 
were curated for the program to support the Science of 
Reading, Early Literacy, Early Numeracy and Social 
Emotional Learning. Additional resources to support Virtual 
Field Trips, Indigenous Learning, Religion and Family Life, 
Outdoor Education, and the Arts and Daily Physical 
Education were also included in this bank of resources.

One educator commented, “I hope to still have access to 
this when I go back to work in September because there are 
fantastic resources that I would love to use in my own 
classroom next year.  It is all in one place for easy access.  So 
very much appreciated!”

MS Teams Class and Staff Pages

All educators and support staff were added to a Microsoft
Teams Page which was a space for them to share ideas, best 
practices, and have on-going professional dialogue that will 
support the SLP and their own professional learning.  This 
page for networking and collaboration was significant to the 
staff in providing support to each other.
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what they can expect throughout the 
program and how their role can support 
their child’s learning is important to our 
SLP. Parents have the opportunity to 
participate in virtual “Lunch and Learn” 
Sessions as well this summer. On
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday of 
each week, parents are invited to attend 
a session on supporting students with 
Anxiety, Guidelines for a Healthy
Transition to Back to School 2022, and a 
session on Routine Building. These 
sessions will be run by the CDSBEO 
Mental Health Counsellors and will be 
available to any parent in the program 
who wishes to attend. These sessions 
are also being advertised on all social 
media accounts in the CDSBEO, as well 
as through the School Messenger 
system, and different platforms in the 
CDSBEO.

On the overall Teams page, teachers were provided 
individual locked classroom channels with student IEP’s 
prior to the start of the program.  This allowed for the safe 
and secure transfer of information in a confidential way. 

Teachers were able to use these documents to successfully 
plan meaningful lessons suitable for their students’ needs. 
By following these documents, teachers created a safe and 
fun learning environment that was inclusive to all learners. 
They prepared various literacy and math activities that 
incorporated hands on manipulatives and a structured 
schedule to follow to allow for easy transitions. Through 
photographs and daily communication, it was evident that 
student accommodations and modifications were being 
met. Although not every student had an IEP, the 
accommodations provided were necessary for some but 
beneficial for all.

MS Teams Class Pages

Each class was also encouraged to maintain communication 
with parents via a Summer Learning Class Teams Page and 
this was monitored daily by the Principal of the Summer 
Learning Program.  Information was shared with parents 
daily, as well as classroom news, field trip information, 
pictures of student learning, and any messages/reminders 
that needed to be broadcasted.  Parents were extremely 
grateful for this method of communication and used it to 
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communicate with both the teacher and tutor as necessary.

Pre and Post Diagnostics
Still need to add data in here – this weekend.

Below you will find both an educator page and an 
Administrator page to access assessments.  Teachers were 
able to access the Literacy and Numeracy assessments via 
this page.  ALP Administrators could then access assessment 
date on the administrator tab and collect pertinent data 
from each class, school, and student. 
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Building Partnerships with Parents
Lunch and Learn Sessions

Our Special Education Department, under the direction of 
Board Psychologist, Dr. Krista Kiiffner and Mental Health 
Lead Strategist, Selina Mackie, developed three “Lunch and 
Learn” sessions for parents to attend.  These sessions were 
held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursdays for three 
weeks and were facilitated by our Mental Health 
Counsellors.

We were very happy to report that we had many parents 
register for the program.  Below you will see the 
registrations divided into each Lunch and Learn Session:

Anxiety Information Session – 157 parents were 
registered over the three weeks of the SLP.
Routine Building and Self-Regulation Session – 116 
parents registered over the three weeks of the SLP.
Transition to Back to School Session – 39 parents 
were registered over the three weeks of the SLP.

Feedback from parents was overwhelmingly positive and
parents found that these sessions were both informative 
and timely. Several parents commented that these sessions 
would be beneficial in helping families transition from 
online to in-person learning in the fall of 2022.  

Parents have become more familiar with the use of 
technology since 2020, and all links to the Lunch and Learn
sessions were sent, via a Teams invite, to all who registered.  
Parents found this method of delivery to be very “parent-
friendly” and appreciated they could participate in 
worthwhile programming on a lunch hour.  Many also 
commented that they would like to see more sessions like 
this in the future and find that online sessions are easier to 
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attend than evening sessions or in-person sessions, as they 
do not have to worry about childcare. This feedback is 
excellent for our staff and board to process and will be 
shared with members of Exec Council in upcoming sessions.
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Student Engagement

Engaging Summer Learning Students with Learning Activities
Boards develop and implement a range of strategies to ensure successful and engaging summer programs 
for their students -- both individually, and as part of a class or small group.

This year’s Summer Learning Program will again be organized to reflect the challenges facing boards during 
the pandemic.

Indicate in your responses below the range/type of instruction that you are planning this summer to 
maximize student learning, engagement, participation, and attendance.

Plan to Maximize Student Engagement and 
Attendance

All learning this summer will be in-person and 
at various sites within the CDSBEO. Morning 
instruction will allow for Literacy and 
Numeracy Instruction and will involve whole 
group, small group and individualized work 
within a classroom setting.

During the afternoon sessions, we have guest 
speakers, Indigenous teachings, STEM 
workshops, field trips, walking trips and 
centres (carousels) forming the basis of 
learning. Students will also have the 
opportunity to learn about Outdoor Education 
as they travel to conservation areas, take part 
in migratory bird conservation, learn about
life in Upper Canada, and visit various 
museums in and around the CDSBEO, just to 
name a few. Where opportunity is limited,
we also have incorporated various virtual field 
trips to balance out the afternoon lessons.

Student choice has been a big part of our 
work in the CDSBEO and several classrooms 
will also be allowing students to choose 
virtual field trips that appeal to them.

Outcomes

Maximizing Engagement Through Attendance and an 
Exciting Program

Our morning sessions (both Primary and Junior) began with 
Prayer, and then moved into focused and targeted Literacy 
and Numeracy sessions. We were fortunate to have smaller 
classrooms and also the support of two adults in the class 
(one qualified teacher and one tutor).  This allowed us to 
have whole group, small group, and individual instruction 
daily in both Literacy and Numeracy.  This is an example of a 
Primary Timetable that was followed by our CDSBEO SLP 
classrooms.  The Junior timetable was similar, except the 
timetable reflected grade appropriate activities for our 
junior students.
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Students loved the format of the SLP this year.  In the 
afternoon, students were engaged in cross-curricular 
learning, learning carousels, field trips, or virtual trips.  We 
were fortunate to have a standing meeting each Tuesday 
where Kokum Brenda Rivers livestreamed to all CDSBEO 
SLP classrooms for a 45 minute lesson on Traditional 
Teachings.  

Kokum Brenda attended two CODE funded sites and spoke 
about the Medicine Wheel teachings, Creator teachings, 
Strawberry Teachings and Teachings of the Land and 
Water.  In schools that she attended, she also participated 
in the making of Warrior Bracelets and interacted with the 
youth in the program.  

Classes had an opportunity to attend field trips locally, 
within walking distance, or within busing zones.  Several of 
our classrooms took advantage of local Conservation 
areas, Ottawa museums, splashpads, Upper Canada Village 
excursions and programming made available through local 
libraries, animal hospitals, and police and fire departments 
during the SLP.  Community walking tours were also a hit 
with our young learners and we were able to access many 
local community highlights as well during the afternoon 
sessions.

Guest speakers from all over North America joined several 
of our classes as they participated in Virtual Field trips in 
learning more about STEM and Coding.  Likewise, several 
schools were able to have an artist visit the program 
virtually and they would participate in an art lesson
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virtually.

Several of our students expressed an interest in further 
exploring their own school grounds and they spent many 
hours in the Outdoor Education area collecting specimens 
and examining them in Outdoor Education programming.  
Teachers were pleased to allow for Inquiry learning during 
the SLP and accounted for student interest to help guide 
the sessions as well, as opposed to having the sessions pre-
planned.  This led to student engagement and interest
throughout the entire SLP.

Attendance was also recorded and submitted daily, and 
parents were asked to please notify a teacher when they 
were unable to have their child attend.  Similarly, when a 
student was absent, teachers would contact parents to 
account for safety or absent students.  Teachers also 
followed up when students were away more than one day 
in a row, so that families knew they were invited to return.  
This made families and students feel like they belonged to 
the classroom.
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Our programming is also inclusive of 
Indigenous Education perspectives and STEM 
learning activities that include coding.

Outdoor Learning, Wellness and Physical 
Activity are built into the learning blocks with
intentional learning goals of exploration and 
discovery.

Equitable opportunities for our multilingual 
learners are layered throughout the 
programming and instructional strategies.

Wellness and Physical Activity were essential components 
built into our school day.  Students participated in regularly 
scheduled recess and lunch outside activity time, however, 
many of our sites also chose to have a Sports Day, regular 
indoor DPA on those hot days, and students were 
encouraged to spend time exploring new games and 
activities planned by older Junior level students.  

Although we did not have many multilingual learners 
participate in our SLP, those who did benefitted from the 
small group instruction and support from our ELL 
Consultants.  

Activities, Tours, and More to participate.
This year, again, presents both challenges and opportunities to keep students motivated, engaged, and 
interested. While the usual SLP requirement for a fitness and activity program (in addition to the 45 hours 
of student instruction) may return this year, many boards are reporting exciting ways to provide integrated 
online learning activities that keep students stimulated and curious about the world around them.

These online activities could include a virtual or student tour of a (preferably local) library connected to 
their literacy program, teacher-led fitness breaks for students (not a recess break), a virtual tour/YouTube 
video of local historical sites integrated into student learning activities, visuals of math manipulatives and 
mathematics strategies, etc.

For face-to-face in-class SLPs, there may be a safe return to some of these activities within the guidelines 
and direction provided by the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health.

There are many more innovations boards are using to keep students engaged and learning. Share your 
activities, resources, and strategies (and add links if available) on the summer learning website via the 
contact page: https://ontariosummerlearning.org/contact-page/

Boards that share SLP highlights via Twitter are encouraged to mention @OntarioSLP (the official CODE 
summer learning account) in their tweets.

Plan for Keeping Students Motivated and 
Interested

Teachers are encouraged to plan for 
afternoon sessions that are appealing to all 
students in their group. We have encouraged 
virtual and in-person walking/field trips that

Outcomes

Motivation and Interest

Several students were upset and nervous about attending 
the SLP.  Our staff, however, ensured that they had activities 
and events planned that would be appealing to all learners.  
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After the SLP was complete, one student commented, “That 
was school?  It was real fun if it was, and I didn’t even know I 
was learning all this time.” 

Our goal was to ensure that we closed the gaps felt by the 
loss of learning during the pandemic, so we wanted to 
create a program that would entice students to come back 
to school, participate in learning, and help smooth the 
transition to fall learning.  Our afternoon learning sessions 
allowed for some “organized, fun learning excursions” that 
might not be possible throughout a regular school year or 
with a larger class. 

Students explored areas close to home and had the 
opportunity to travel to larger centres to participate in 
learning field trips. Art, physical education, and 
opportunities for movement allowed students a chance to 
enjoy the SLPin the afternoon portion of the program.
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allow for all students to participate.

Our Physical Education component is 
important to our program and students will 
be given opportunities to play in gyms and 
outside for recreational purposes. We have 
compiled Games of Low Organization for our 
classes and encourage regular Physical Fitness 
on both sunny and inclement weather days. 
We would also encourage students to have 
“body breaks” throughout the morning 
sessions when learning could be difficult for 
some through DPA time.

We also encourage the use of technology in 
our classrooms. We have onboarded all 
students into our Zorbits, MathUp, and MyON 
platforms for both reading and Math and 
students can then be challenged at their level 
in the areas of both Numeracy and Literacy.

Frequent library visits, visits by community 
partners (Fire Trucks, Police Officers, and 
Kokums) will join classes and support students 
from a community perspective.

Learning games in both Literacy and 
Numeracy have been curated by our 
Curriculum staff, with the goal to reach 
students using a variety of modalities that will 
excite them and appeal to their different 
learning styles.

Technology in the SLP

Each classroom had a bank of laptops and Ipads they could 
use to support their learning.  Students had the chance to 
have daily time to explore our Zorbits, MathUp and MyON 
resources.

Coding resources were a huge hit this year with our SLP and 
this is an area that we will continue to expand next year.  

Several of our teachers used Coding Centres in the 
afternoon and they could sit with a small group and 
introduce them to programs like Scratch Jr.  Several 
teachers mentioned how valuable this time was and how 
the small class sizes allowed teachers to “teach” more in 
depth coding to a small group of students.

“I would consider myself a beginner coder, but I know that 
it is in the curriculum, and I need to get better with it and 
learn how to incorporate it into my lessons.  The fact that I 
could sit with my small group and we could learn the basics 
of coding together not only built my capacity as an 
educator, but it made the students see I was learning with 
them.  I now feel much more confident to teach my Grade 1 
Math Curriculum this fall.”

Parent Engagement

Summer learning offers unique 
opportunities to connect parents with 
schools, teachers, and their child’s 
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- Individual online or in person teacher-parent discussions.
- Prepared video update for parents.
- Predetermined time for parents to contact and meet teachers.
- Teacher-parent emails.
- Use of the board/school website or social media accounts.
- Parent questionnaires and written questions from parents.
- Recorded or in-person parent interviews.
- Regular mail and student reports.

Explain how you plan to support and involve parents in your board’s Summer Learning Program, and how 
these strategies will be used to encourage greater parent engagement during the school year.

Plan for Parent Engagement

Parents have received a confirmation of 
registration and start up information of our 
program. They were then informed they will 
also be receiving a welcome letter from their 
child’s teacher days prior to the 
commencement of our program – clear 
communication and outlined expectations are 
an important contributor to the parent-
teacher partnership. This will be done 
through our Microsoft Teams platform.

Teachers are encouraged to have Teacher-
Parent-Student Conferences where the 
student has opportunity to share and 
celebrate their learning and the teacher and 
parent have opportunity to provide updates 
and feedback to support the learner. This can 
either be done by inviting a parent in at a 
selected time or meeting with a Parent and 
Teacher/Student during a Teams call.

Parent Communication needs to be on-going 
throughout our 3 week program. Parent 
support is a significant contributing factor to 
student success. We encourage our teachers 
to reach out with supports for parents and

Outcome

Parent Feedback, Open Houses, and Communication

Feedback from parents has been overwhelmingly positive.  
Parents were grateful for the opportunity to enroll their 
child(ren) into their home school SLP program.  Many of our 
schools are in rural locations and parents often do not have 
the means to be able to transport their child(ren) to larger 
communities or cities to participate in programming.  The 
fact that we were able to offer this across our board made 
this equitable and appealing to all parents this summer.

In feedback obtained by parents post SLP program, parents 
felt that from start to finish their child(ren) had benefitted 
from summer programming.  Many parents felt that the 
program made students excited to learn again, and 
provided a much needed opportunity for risk-taking in 
smaller groups.  

Parents appreciated the daily updates, via Teams, and found 
the communication with staff to be seamless.  Parents could 
either call staff via a Teams number or message the teacher.  
Likewise, teachers and tutors posted pics and evidence of 
learning each day, which many parents enjoyed.  

Several of our classes had Open Houses at the end of the 
program so that parents could come in to see the program, 
could be treated to a mini-concert, or view a SLP portfolio 
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of learning.  Feedback stated that this was appreciated as 
Covid has prevented parents from having opportunity to 
be in schools regularly and to participate in learning.  

Parent communication was on-going throughout the 
program and teachers reached out to parents with 
concerns and good news stories.  Teachers and tutors 
made every effort to greet each student daily and speak 
with a parent at least once daily, either at drop off or pick 
up.  Many staff reiterated that this was important to them 
as they wanted parents to feel welcomed and it allowed 
for relationship building of both parents and students,
even if it was just for a short time.  Several of our parents 
felt that this was a lovely practice and it made both the 
students and parents comfortable as they eased into 
summer learning.

Anecdotal reports were sent home to parents at the end of 
the SLP session.  Parents were updated, in writing, of their 
child’s progress and they were presented with strengths 
and next steps moving forward.  A copy of each report was 
also sent to each school Principal to be shared with next 
year’s teacher.
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updates on their child’s learning. The parent 
needs to continue to be informed on next 
steps for their child’s learning to be in a ready 
position to support their progress.

Anecdotal reports will also be sent to parents 
outlining what their child has learned and 
looking at the strengths and needs of each 
child.

There will be a parent exit card that will be 
used to evaluate this program and the impact 
they felt it had on their child and make any 
recommendations for future summer 
programming.

Each teacher has been given a phone number 
assigned to the Teams platform that can be 
used to support absences and concerns 
parents may have. Parents are able to reach 
all teachers/tutors through this phone 
number, through email, or through messaging 
on Teams. Teachers/tutors will also have the 
ability to meet with parents before and after 
school (drop off and pick up) and discuss the 
child’s progress at this time, if necessary.

Connecting Summer Learning to Regular School Programs

One distinct benefit that has emerged from the Summer Learning Program is the ability to assist 
September teachers in being better prepared to program for more vulnerable students when they enter 
their classrooms in the fall. The more receiving teachers know about summer learning students and their 
progress over the summer, the more opportunities these students will have for a successful September 
start.

Plan for Connecting Summer Learning to 
Regular School Programs

In September all schools will receive an 
anecdotal report for each learner from our

Outcomes
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Anecdotal Evidence of Learning

Each student/parent/guardian received a report card 
comment identifying learning outcomes and next steps.  
These comments are shared with school principals and 
classroom teachers connected to the student.  

Assessment to Guide our Instruction

Assessment data is important for the SLP mandate, but also 
from a system perspective.  The data that was collected in 
the SLP pre and post assessments is invaluable and will help 
guide next year’s teachers with where the students are, 
after having participated in the program.  This will assist 
them with planning and programming for our students for 
the 2022-2023 school year.

Online pre and post assessments were conducted the first 
three days of the program and in the last three days of the 
program.  Our students answered the same questions for 
each assessment and our data demonstrates growth in all 
grade levels, in both Literacy and Numeracy, as was 
evidenced in the Pre and Post Assessment data area in this 
report.

Math Up, Zorbits, and MyOn

All classrooms took advantage of the MathUp, MyON and 
Zorbits licenses this summer, and many staff used these 
programs to help plan Three-Part lessons.  CDSBEO uses 
these programs in our classrooms already so the students 
were familiar with them and could continue with where 
they left off in June.  
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Our MathUp and Zorbits licenses offer engaging math 
activities for our learners and have games that complement 
the learning.  Students had opportunity to build Math skills 
each day using these programs and they were able to 
extend their learning into the summer months, either 
reaching ahead to new concepts or reviewing concepts 
previously taught.  These concepts will support their 
learning into the fall as well as they transition back into 
school for the 2022-2023 school year.

Similarly, the MyON site allowed students equitable access 
to books through the online platform. Teachers were able to 
assign readings to each student based on both interest and 
reading level and this enhanced student learning on both a 
personal level and within the Literacy Component as well.  

With the MyON resource, students were introduced to 
several Indigenous teachings, that complemented Kokum 
Brenda’s visits using the Under One Sun and Circle of Life 
resources.

Educator Feedback

We are grateful for the educator feedback from both 
teachers and tutors.  This feedback will be shared at an 
upcoming Board meeting in the fall.  Although we 
anticipated a few issues moving from online to in-person 
SLP this year, as well as increasing the sites, staffing, and 
locations across the CDSBEO, educators were extremely 
happy with how the program was laid out and delivered.  
They recognized the impact of the program and most 
importantly, saw students excited about coming to school 
to learn.

“I underestimated the level of learning that could be 
accomplished in three short weeks of the program.  Having 
smaller class sizes and two adults in the room at all time 
allowed for us to get a grasp on the strengths and needs of 
each student and tailor the program to meet their needs.  
Students were able to take risks where they wouldn’t 
normally in a classroom and when you hear students say, ‘I 
finally feel smart’, it makes these last three weeks so 
worthwhile.”
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“I cannot believe how much my class liked summer 
learning.  I work in this school in my regular job and to see 
how excited the kids are in this program makes me smile.  
Some students never speak in a larger class but they are 
learning and thriving in this setting.  I wish we could have 
smaller classes and two adults in a room always and see 
what we could accomplish!”

“Kids were safe, engaged, and excited to learn…. Kids were 
happy, parents were happy, and as a teacher, that makes 
me happy.  Knowing that I helped with gap closing and 
provide opportunities that some of these kids might never 
get was worth every minute.  I hope this program runs 
again next year!”
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program. Also in using existing digital learning 
programs from within our Board, all student 
data and usage will be available for receiving 
teachers. For example: with our reading 
library myON, September teachers can look at 
reading interests of these students, reading 
level as well as reading outcomes that 
occurred during the summer session.

Our Board has committed to renewing these 
licences where needed (Zorbits, MathUp, 
MyOn) September teachers will have access 
to these same digital programs for 
instructional use. We are happy to be able to 
provide consistency for our students as the 
representative data informs us of their 
popularity in use and progress in supporting 
the learner and teacher.

Through the teacher exit card we continue to 
look for High Yield Instructional Strategies 
(HYIS) that can be shared within our system. 
Our SLP teachers from last year’s virtual SLP 
program (2021) were instrumental in their 
feedback and familiarity of use of programs. 
We saw the benefits of using our digital 
programs last year and decided to incorporate 
them into our regular school programs we
offered in 2021-2022.
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Helping Students Return to School

For many students and parents, the 2021-22 school year presented significant challenges for student 
learning, engagement, social connections, and focus. The 2022 Summer Learning Program presents a 
unique opportunity to a) help students prepare for their return to regular school, and b) assist parents in 
supporting their children for the September return.
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- Partnerships with local mental health agencies and community resources.
- Organized sessions for parents on how to help their son or daughter in September.
- Providing and/or developing resources to support teachers and parents.
- Establishing a section on board websites.
- Online discussions between summer learning teachers and receiving teachers and mental health 

support professionals.
- Individual counseling and support for summer learning students and parents.
- Professional learning for teachers to better identify and support students at risk.

Outline some of the strategies and activities that you plan to include in your 2022 Summer Learning 
Program with the aim of assisting parents and students with the return to school in September.
Plan for SLP Helping Students Return to School

Toolkits and Strategies
Digital Learners – Students continue to 
develop as digital learners through this 
summer program experience. While our 
programs are completely in-person, they will 
be required to access Teams platforms, and 
digital programs (Zorbits, MathUp, and 
MyON) throughout the three weeks. This will 
build skills and digital literacies for fall 2022.

Science of Reading – teachers are trained in 
phonemic awareness to support our non-
readers and struggling readers. This method 
of teaching students how to read and 
provides strategies and tools that students 
will be able to continue to apply as 
independent readers. These practices are also 
modelled to parents, where they can support 
their child’s reading. For example, by using 
the sound wall for decoding and segmenting 
words. Our Speech and Language Pathologists 
remain available to support the program 
where needed. In addition to this, they 
provided training to all staff during training 
sessions as well.

Mental Health & Well-Being – Our MH Lead 
Strategist will continue to support where

Outcomes

Digital Learners

As mentioned previously, our students were able to enjoy 
the learning in Zorbits, MathUp, and MyOn.  

Likewise, students were part of a “team” as they were able 
to join a Microsoft Teams page.  Educators and students 
could use this platform to communicate and share ideas 
on a regular basis. All CDSBEO classrooms set up Teams 
pages as part of their regular program (we have been 
doing this since 2020) and so students were familiar with 
this platform as well.  

Science of Reading

Our board piloted the Science of Reading in a few schools 
this year and we adopted this for our SLP in 2022.  In the 
One Note section, our S-LP developed screeners, lessons, 
sound walls, and links to decodable books for all of our 
staff.  Teachers were receptive to this method of teaching 
and our S-LP’s were on-call all session to support teacher 
questions and student learning.

Mental Health and Well-Being

Our Special Education Department teamed up to support 
both staff and students/families during the three week
program.
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needed throughout our program. She has 
included many learning activities for students 
and parents that can be accessed during our 
asynchronous times. Mentor texts on SEL, 
well-being, calming strategies have been 
incorporated this year as well. Our SLP 
families have received resources and contact 
information about mental health programs 
and community partnerships. This 
information is also posted to our Board 
website.

Social Emotional Learning- the learning 
content of the SLP program is embedded with 
rich social emotional learning activities for 
students to further develop an understanding 
of their own emotions and the emotions of 
others, building on SEL skills of empathy, self-
regulation, critical thinking, efficacy, etc,.
Explicitly teaching these skills to our students 
prepares them for daily challenges, building 
positive relationships, and making informed 
decisions.

Special Education Consultants – this program 
is fortunate to have two consultants who can 
continue to support communications with 
families of children with special needs and 
their transition back to school in September. 
The consultants have familiarized themselves 
with students with IEPs and met with SLP 
teachers to go over student needs. The 
consultants also support the role of the 
EAs/tutors in partnership with the SLP teacher 
for this program. They work in collaboration 
to support the needs of these students, their 
success in this program and transition to 
September.

Tutor support – Each SLP class will have a
1.0 that will work with a smaller group of 
students or 1-to-1. The focus of this support

Mental Health Well-Being kits were assembled and sent to 
schools.  Some items in these kits included: fidgets, 
colouring pages, resources to support healthy thinking and 
an active lifestyle and tips to support Social Emotional 
Learning.

Throughout the course of the program, we had our Mental 
Health Strategist support our program, as well as Mental 
Health Counsellors available for students in crisis.  These 
professionals did support us in that they spoke to several 
agencies (FCS and Mental Health Professionals) to continue 
to support students as they were in the SLP.  

Social Emotional Learning

Rich Social-Emotional books and resources have been sent 
to schools, via our internal courier, to support the SLP.  Our 
books come with full teacher guides and lessons to support 
the learning and activities allowed students the opportunity 
to

Identify and manage emotions
Recognize sources of stress and cope with 
challenges
Maintain positive motivation and perseverance
Build positive relationships and communicate 
effectively
Develop self-awareness and sense of identity
Think critically and Creatively

Special Education Consultants

Special Education Consultants (2) met with teachers to 
discuss any students with special needs and brainstormed 
a variety of ways that educators could support meeting the 
needs of all learners in the classroom.  All staff were 
supported, and these consultants were available all day 
long to support teachers and students.  They made school 
visits, when necessary, and they in-serviced teachers on 
accommodations and modifications and high-yield 
strategies to support our learners in both literacy and 
numeracy.

They were aware of each child’s IEP and could speak to it 
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as well.  

Tutor Support

Tutors were present in every SLP classroom to support 
teacher and student learning.  They would assist with small 
group sessions and worked individually with students, 
when necessary.

Tutors were necessary to support learning in the classroom 
and our teachers were grateful for their expertise and 
commitment to support learning.  Tutors allowed for small 
group instruction and were able to support those students 
who needed individualized support to help lift the learning 
to close gaps.
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will be responsive to the student need. Some 
examples would include working from the 
sound wall, practicing basic number facts, 
working from ten frames, completing an SEL 
activity, etc,. This support staff person will 
assist in gap closing and meeting the needs of
all students in the class, where needed.

Communicating the Effectiveness of Summer Learning Programs

As summer programs expand and diversify, there is greater interest in SLPs among parents, board staff, 
and trustees. This interest has been amplified through the use of virtual learning programs.

Boards are still required to report to their Board of Trustees on their 2022 program, noting highlights, 
effectiveness, and areas for future consideration. However, boards do not have to submit a copy to CODE 
of their 2022 Report or Presentation to Trustees.

Explain how you plan to communicate the success(es) and effectiveness of your Summer Learning Program 
to parents, teachers, principals, the board of trustees, and community stakeholders/partners.

Plan to Communicate Effectiveness of the 
2022 SLP

Board Presentation to be held on 
August 30, 2022 – minutes are shared 
with the CDSBEO community after the 
presentation.
Consolidate teacher and 
student/parent feedback exit cards. 
Social Media – celebrating our 
students’ successes and learning 
journey throughout the program. We 
plan to have both video and picture 
evidence as well to support our SLP 
program.
Ministry website- sharing of best 
practices.
Central Meeting to all School Staff in
our board (info shared at an Admin

Outcomes

Communication

We are excited to share our learning to the Board of 
Trustees on August 30, 2022.  Our plan is to present, in 
Powerpoint format, an overview of the program and share 
videos, pictures and other successes of the program. 

Educator, Parent and Student feedback has also been 
consolidated and will be shared at the upcoming board 
presentation.  

Several examples of Educator Feedback have been shared 
throughout this report and it is overwhelmingly positive.  
Teachers and tutors were excited to return to in-person SLP 
and through the Microsoft Teams platform, we were able to 
gather important feedback information from our staff.

We have used Twitter to communicate the success of our 
program by providing weekly picture slides for everyone to 
see.  We have also sent this info to our parents each week, 
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via Teams pages, and will communicate to our staff during a 
Central Meeting in the fall.  Our schools are to be 
commended for their work in assisting us in setting up the 
program at each site.
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meeting in the fall and then shared 
with greater school community. As 
the number of sites increased this 
year and students attending in-person 
learning, we anticipate more schools 
will be interested in learning more 
about this program and the benefits 
to student learning.

Expanding Summer Learning Programs

Maximizing Opportunities for Summer Learning Students.

Over the past few years, many boards “stretched” their CODE summer learning funding to reach more 
students and offer more classes, including through the use of other funding sources. Some considerations 
for weighing these possibilities include:

- Number of additional classes.
- How these classes are funded and organized.
- Other factors when deciding to offer additional classes.
- Areas in a virtual program that may not require funding (e.g., transportation, recreation activities, 

food for nutrition breaks and student lunches, etc.)

Indicate if you will be offering more classes (other than those funded by CODE) and how your board is 
funding and organizing these classes.

Plan to Extend and Expand Summer Learning 
Classes

This summer our SLP program is taking place 
at every CDSBEO site, except for four. The 
schools not hosting would be under 
construction and not viable options for staff 
and students being present. Students from 
those communities still had the opportunity 
to attend at another school if they chose. This 
is a large undertaking and one that expands 
our summer learning to the maximum at this
point.

Outcomes

We have planned an ambitious SLP this summer and have 
made it equitable for all students and families by offering it 
all across our board in 21 sites.  These are above and 
beyond the additional 4 classrooms funded by CODE.

Other funding came from Ministry Tutoring money provided 
th this spring and we have been able to use Outdoor 
Education money to help support learning.  Our Special 
Education Department was able to assist when it came time 
to hire Special Education Consultants as well.
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We have placed as many students as we could 
in each site and no student/family was turned 
away this year.

We would be looking to continue this into the 
SLP for 2023, depending on funding from 
CODE and other sources.
Comments
Please add any comments that you feel will be helpful.

This program remains in high demand within our school communities. We were able to offer an extended 
program due to extra funds supplied through the Ministry of Education. Our families begin inquiring about 
this program in February and it is something that many come to depend on for supporting rich learning 
opportunities and providing opportunities (field trips, smaller school classes, tutoring etc…) that they may 
not be able to provide in other times.

Moving back to a scaled back version will be difficult next year as we already know parents are expressing 
their gratitude and appreciation for the program already. Many parents/guardians feel that their child has 
experienced learning loss due to the pandemic and that additional gap closing support is needed.

Submitted by Supervisory Officer Responsible for the 2022 SLP:

Name: Brent Bovaird   

Position: Superintendent of School Effectiveness

Title:   

Email contact Information:   brent.bovaird@cdsbeo.on.ca

Signed by:

Date Signature of Director of Education



Plan et rapport du conseil du programme d'été 2022

Le plan du conseil pour le programme d’été 2022

Comme l'année dernière, le programme d'apprentissage pendant l'été (programme d’été) 2022 sera probablement
organisé en offrant des formats différents. Dans cette optique, il est entendu que les plans d'apprentissage pendant l'été
sont conçus pour répondre aux besoins de leurs élèves, parents et communautés les plus vulnérables.

En raison de ces conditions variables, et que les programmes d’été puissent être offerts en classe ou virtuellement, il est
important pour le Conseil ontarien des directions de l'éducation (CODE) de garder une image claire de

- la gamme de programmes offerts cet été;

- des réussites des élèves et du personnel enseignant;

- des défis auxquels ils sont confrontés; et

- des solutions entreprises par les conseils.

CODE a la responsabilité de rendre compte au ministère de l'Éducation sur les programmes d'été et leur financement; l'examen des
plans des conseils contribue grandement à l'établissement de ces rapports et à la planification future.

Les conseils doivent compléter le modèle suivant qui fournit des informations importantes dans deux catégories: la
première section (Plan) décrit le plan d’apprentissage estival du conseil pour 2022; le deuxième (Résultats) rend compte
des résultats obtenus au cours du programme de cette année.

Certaines activités / stratégies suggérées sont incluses dans le modèle du plan. Celles-ci doivent être considérées comme
des exemples uniquement et ne sont pas nécessairement obligatoires; cependant, veuillez noter que ces suggestions ont
été identifiées lors de discussions avec les responsables du conseil comme des domaines qu'ils entreprennent pour
soutenir leurs élèves, leur personnel enseignant et leurs parents. Les responsables du conseil sont encouragés à décrire les
activités / stratégies que leur conseil utilisera cet été et sont également invités à inclure un exemple d'un calendrier /
horaire quotidien avec le plan de leur conseil.

Les conseils doivent soumettre deux rapports : la première partie du modèle ci-joint, attendu le 30 juin 2022, comprendra
le (s) plan (s) du conseil pour l'apprentissage pendant l'été; la deuxième partie, attendue le 31 août 2022, rendra compte
des résultats obtenus.

Veuillez retourner le plan du conseil et le rapport remplis par courriel à Janette Jensen janette@ontariodirectors.ca au
bureau de CODE aux dates indiquées ci-dessus. Une copie doit également être envoyée au responsable régional de CODE
pour votre conseil.

Un seul Plan / rapport, englobant tous les programmes d’été réguliers offerts, est requis
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Information sur le conseil

Les informations statistiques demandées ci-dessous doivent être incluses dans le rapport du 30 juin 2021 et mises à jour
dans le rapport final soumis le 31 août 2022.

Équipe du programme d’été (SVP indiquez les noms)

Nom du conseil
Conseil scolaire de district catholique de l’est ontarien

Agente ou agent de supervision responsable Maryse Legault

Directrice/directeur/coordonnatrice/coordonnateur Sylvie Labrèche - Directrice M-6
Carolle Léger - coordonnatrice des camps M-6

Personnel enseignant Béata Dawidowicz
Brooke Graham
Ida Kouesso
Michel Boudria
Josée Émond
Joseph Kakule Tsongo
Nicole Simser

Nombre de classes

Nombre de classes virtuelles 0

Nombre de classes en face à face en classe 7 classes

Allocation financière par conseil

Nombre de classes offertes grâce au financement
CODE

6

Nombre de classes offertes grâce au financement
du conseil

1

Nombre de classees offertes par d'autres sources
de financement (veuillez préciser)
c.-à-d. d'autres financements de programmes du
ministère, partenariats communautaires, etc.

0
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Nombre total de classes 7

Répartition des classes :

Année /Cycle

Focus du
programme
(p. ex.,
Littératie,
numératie,
mixte)

Nombre
total de
classes

Nombre
total
d’élèves

Nombre total
d'heures
d'enseignement
par jour

Jardin – 3e année

4e, 5e et 6e année

Classes combinées Jardin à 6e année mixte 4 64 6

Classes ALF Littératie 3 52 6

Classes pour élèves autochtones

Calendrier du programme d'été (dates et heures) :

Dates auxquelles le programme d’été est offert (par exemple, du 5 au 23 juillet)

4 au 22 juillet 2022

Heures d'enseignement aux élèves (p. ex. De 9 h à 12 h). Remarque : exigence minimale de trois heures par jour
ou l'équivalent de 45 heures d'enseignement.

8h30-14h30
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Indiquez les différents modes d'enseignement des élèves et le temps que les élèves consacrent à chaque tâche
(par exemple, apprentissage en classe synchrone, enseignement en petit groupe ou individuel en ligne, réunions
parents-élèves-enseignants, etc.).

Additional Hours of Instruction (if applicable, e.g., virtual visits, parent sessions, activities, etc.)

Planification et préparation

Préparation au programme d’été 2022

Au cours de la dernière année, les conseils se sont adaptés aux exigences de l'enseignement dans
différents contextes d'apprentissage des élèves. Les domaines que les conseils peuvent aborder
pendant les programmes d'été comprennent :

- préparer le personnel enseignant à l'apprentissage synchrone;
- identifier les besoins technologiques et personnel de soutien technologique;
- fournir des ressources supplémentaires aux parents et aux élèves;
- soutenir les élèves pour qui l'apprentissage virtuel n'est pas une possibilité;
- organisation / transition vers l'apprentissage face à face des élèves; et
- soutenir les élèves pour le retour à l'apprentissage en classe en septembre.

Décrivez les considérations les plus importantes auxquelles votre conseil peut être confronté lors de la
planification de votre programme d'été 2022 et comment vous prévoyez aborder ces domaines.

Planification et préparation

Résumé des actions:
● Rencontre d’orientation et formation

obligatoire pour tout le personnel
affecté aux différents camps les 28 et
29 juin 2022 :   utilisation des outils
diagnostiques, intégration de la
robotique, stratégies ALF, stratégies à

Résultats

Nous avons administré un sondage au personnel des
différents camps afin de connaître leur degré de
satisfaction quant à l’appui reçu en termes de
développement professionnel.

● Accompagnement continu
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fort impact, pédagogie
entrepreneuriale et l’apprentissage de
la lecture et de l’écriture par la
littérature jeunesse.

● Encore une fois cette année, nous

allons faire  appel à une

orthophoniste pour offrir une

formation sur mesure au personnel

des trois camps ALF.  Cette formation

se veut un partage de stratégies à

haut rendement pour bien appuyer les

différents profils d’élèves (ex.:  élèves

ayant des troubles d’apprentissage,

élèves qui fréquentent un programme

en langage pendant l’année scolaire,

élèves apprenant de la langue…).

Nous avons le souci de bâtir la

capacité de notre personnel.

● Guide du personnel élaboré pour
appuyer la mise en oeuvre et le bon
fonctionnement  des camps

● Google Classroom du personnel des
camps créé pour faciliter la
communication et le partage
d’information et de ressources

● Partage de ressources et de stratégies
à haut rendement par les conseillères
pédagogiques du CSDCEO ainsi que
par la coordonnatrice du service

● Rencontre hebdomadaire avec la
coordonnatrice des camps pour
soutenir le personnel et pour assurer
la qualité des services offerts

● Partage de ressources concrètes : trousses
Mathologie, trousses oui-oui, littérature jeunesse
qui intègre la numératie et la littératie, trousses
de robotique

● Formation offerte par notre orthophoniste afin de
bâtir la capacité de notre personnel en termes de
stratégies à haut rendement pour améliorer la
communication chez nos élèves en difficulté

● Atelier en robotique offerte par une enseignante
chevronnée des camps d’apprentissage

● Capsule offerte par Julie Traichel représentante de
Littératout qui est une plateforme offrant de
nombreuses activités d’apprentissage ludiques et
engageantes. Cette capsule a permis aux
enseignants des camps d’apprentissage de se
familiariser avec les activités pour les besoins des
élèves des camps d’apprentissage.

● Capsule vidéo du bureau de santé pour
l’administration de l’Epipen.

● Les rencontres hebdomadaires de partage de
pratiques réussies entre les équipes ont été
appréciées.
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● Partage de la programmation
hebdomadaire ainsi que des
ressources

● Collaboration de l’équipe de
construction identitaire pour la
co-animation d’activités PNMI, catho,
franco

● Planifier la rétroaction à offrir aux
élèves au quotidien

● Pour l’appui des directions, nous
avons organisé une Google Hangout
afin de  conscientiser nos directions
d’école sur  l’importance de bien cibler
les élèves qu’on recommande pour
nos programmes d’été.

● L’équipe de construction identitaire a offert des
ateliers de: discernement moral, chants et
tambours et fierté franco.

● Les  invités réservés pour les différents groupes en
lien avec nos thématiques ont été très bien
accueillis et appréciés.

● La programmation offrait un encadrement
pédagogique en littératie et numératie tout en
permettant aux enseignants de différencier selon
les besoins des élèves.

● Le partage de ressources à partir du site Web des
services éducatifs .

● L'appui d’un tuteur/tutrice pour chaque groupe a
été un appui indispensable, afin de mieux
répondre en sous-groupes aux besoins individuels
des élèves.

● Le profil pédagogique de la plupart des élèves
avait été élaboré ce qui a permis aux enseignants
de planifier, dès le début des camps
d’apprentissage, en s’appuyant sur les besoins des
élèves.

● L’appui d’une aide-enseignante pour une élève
ayant un handicap physique a permis à cette
élève de prendre part pleinement aux activités du
camp d’apprentissage.

● Nous avons rencontré certains défis de
recrutement pour nos différents postes.
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● Une suppléante était disponible pour répondre
aux absences toutefois il y a eu deux journées où
la coordinatrice a dû agir en tant que suppléante
pour une tutrice.

Engagement des élèves

Engager les élèves avec des activités d'apprentissage pendant l’été

Les conseils élaborent et mettent en œuvre une gamme de stratégies pour assurer un programme d'été
réussi et attrayant pour leurs élèves - à la fois individuellement et dans le cadre d'une classe ou d'un petit
groupe.

Le programme d’été de cette année sera de nouveau organisé pour refléter les défis auxquels sont
confrontés les conseils scolaires pendant la pandémie.

Indiquez dans vos réponses ci-dessous la gamme / le type d'enseignement en ligne que vous prévoyez cet
été pour maximiser l'apprentissage, l'engagement, la participation et l'assiduité des élèves.

Plan pour maximiser la participation et
l’engagement des élèves

A) Littératie
Plan
Bloc de littératie :
● lecture aux élèves
● lecture autonome
● activité de fluidité en dyade
● fluidité à l’unisson
● activités conscience phonologique
● activités ludiques de littératie
● activités de communication orale
● apprentissage par la littérature

jeunesse

B)   Numératie
Plan

Résultats

● lecture autonome
● activité de fluidité en dyade
● tâches authentiques par le biais de la

pédagogie entrepreneuriale
● journées thématiques
● déguisements
● activités de conscience phonologique
● activités ludiques de littératie ex:  cherche et

trouve
● participation aux activités du camp Eureka

(ex.:  on va se joindre à certaines sessions
avec nos élèves)

● activités de communication orale (ex:  jeu de
bingo des sons et des lettres)

● mini défis
● abonnement au club de lecture d’été TD
● accès aux comptes Littératout pour l’été
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Bloc de numératie - en numération et sens du
nombre afin de travailler les éléments
fondamentaux
● pratique guidée et les centres à partir

des besoins des élèves
● résolutions de problèmes
● mini-leçons
● jeux de mathématiques
● activités ludiques en mathématiques
● fiches d’activités et leçons tirés des

manuels et des trousses de Marian
Small (À pas de géant)

● Estimations
● activités ou leçons sur IPad, TBI ou

chromebook
● codage et robotique en lien avec les

mathématiques

C)  ALF
● Stratégies en lien avec le programme

COPE
● Discrimination visuelle
● Jeux de rôles
● Jeux de vocabulaire, chant, comptine
● mini leçons de conscience

phonologique et de vocabulaire

● aires d’apprentissage,

● jeux de société, de collaboration, bacs
d’activités en dyade

● compositions et présentations de prières
personnelles

● théâtre des lecteurs

● pratique guidée à partir des besoins des
élèves

● résolutions de problèmes (ex:  exemples
pertinents en lien avec des problèmes de la
vie courante)

● mini-leçons
● jeux de mathématiques avec des cartes
● activités ludiques en mathématiques
● création de matériel de manipulation à partir

d’objets recyclés
● Estimations
● création d’un portfolio personnalisé pour

chaque élève
● codage
● utilisation des ressources pédagogiques de

Mathologie; par exemple “Les façons de
compter”, “Une fête avec les voisins”

Activités, visites et plus

Cette année présente encore une fois des défis et des opportunités pour garder les élèves motivés,
engagés et intéressés … Alors que l'exigence habituelle des programmes d’été pour un programme de
conditionnement physique et d'activités (en plus des 45 heures d'enseignement aux élèves) pourrait être
exigé cette année, de nombreux conseils proposent des moyens passionnants d'apprentissage en ligne
intégrées qui maintiennent les élèves stimulés et curieux du monde qui les entoure.
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Ces activités en ligne peuvent inclure une visite virtuelle d'une bibliothèque (de préférence locale)
connectée à leur programme de littératie, des pauses de remise en forme animées par une enseignante u
enseignant (pas une pause), une visite virtuelle / vidéo YouTube de sites historiques locaux intégrés aux
activités d'apprentissage des élèves, visuels de manipulations mathématiques et de stratégies
mathématiques, etc.

Pour les programmes d’été face à face en classe, il peut y avoir un retour en sécurité à certaines de ces
activités dans le respect des directives fournies par le ministère de l'Éducation et le ministère de la Santé.

Il existe de nombreuses autres innovations que les conseils utilisent pour garder les élèves engagés et
apprendre. Partagez vos activités et stratégies et ajoutez des liens si disponibles. Les conseils sont
également encouragés à afficher ces activités et ressources sur le site Web des programmes d’été
www.ontariosummerlearning.org.

Les conseils scolaires qui partagent les faits saillants de leur programme d’été via Twitter sont encouragés à
mentionner @OntarioSLP (le compte officiel des programmes d'été de CODE) dans leurs tweets.

Planifiez pour garder les élèves motivés et
intéressés

● Nous allons offrir un atelier sur la
perspective autochtone dans chacun
de nos sites avec l’appui de notre
animatrice Geneviève Éthier et des
aînés.

● Notre animatrice pastorale animera
une atelier franco-catho dans chacun
de nos sites

● Avec un accent sur les STIAM, la
pédagogie entrepreneuriale, et la
pensée du design, les élèves vont
s'engager dans des projets qui leur
tiennent à cœur, à partir de leurs
intérêts.  Le personnel saura guider
l’élève en le questionnant et en
proposant des pistes et des ressources
pour faire avancer les différents
projets.

Réussites

● Avec un accent sur les STIAM, la pédagogie
entrepreneuriale, et la pensée du design, les
élèves ont pu s'engager dans des projets qui leur
tenaient à cœur.  Le personnel enseignant a pu
guider l’élève en le questionnant et en proposant
des pistes et des ressources pour faire avancer le
projet du jeune.

● Les élèves ont eu l’occasion de vivre des tâches
authentiques leur permettant de mettre en
application les apprentissages faites en classe.
Par exemple:  Aller à l’épicerie pour choisir des
fruits et des légumes afin de mettre en
application l’apprentissage de ce vocabulaire.

● La planification d’activités d’apprentissage ,
centres et mini-leçons ludiques et stimulantes ont
eu un effet direct sur l'engagement des élèves lors
du temps de travail .

● L’utilisation de la littérature jeunesse a permis de
contextualiser , le vocabulaire, l’enseignement des
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stratégies de lecture et la résolution de
problèmes.

● L’accent sur la communication orale dans des
contextes authentiques et engageants a permis
aux élèves de développer leurs compétences
langagières en français.  Il y a eu un effet visible
sur  leur confiance à communiquer en français à
l’école et à la maison.

Engagement des parents

Les programmes d’été offrent des occasions uniques de mettre les parents en contact avec les écoles, les
enseignants et l’éducation de leurs enfants. Cela est particulièrement vrai dans un environnement virtuel,
où la participation des parents à l'apprentissage à la maison peut augmenter les chances de réussite des
élèves.

Cette année, le personnel enseignant et les responsables des programmes d’été utiliseront probablement
une gamme d'outils et de techniques en ligne pour communiquer avec les parents. Voici quelques
exemples de techniques de sensibilisation parentale que les conseils ont jugées efficaces :

- discussions individuelles en ligne entre l'enseignante ou l’enseignant et les parents;

- mise à jour vidéo préparée pour les parents;

- temps prédéterminé pour que les parents contactent les enseignants;

- courriels enseignant-parent;

- l'utilisation du site Web du conseil / de l'école ou des comptes de médias sociaux;

- questionnaires des parents et questions écrites des parents;

- entrevues enregistrées avec les parents;

- courrier régulier et rapports des élèves; etc.

Expliquez comment vous comptez soutenir et impliquer les parents dans le programme d’été de votre
conseil scolaire et comment ces stratégies seront utilisées pour encourager un plus grand engagement des
parents pendant l’année scolaire.

Plan pour l'engagement des parents

● avant le début du camp:  approche
personnalisée où chaque parent reçoit

Réussites

● avant le début du camp:  approche
personnalisée où chaque parent a reçu  un
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un courriel  confirmant l’inscription de
son enfant au camp d’apprentissage

● pendant le camp:  rétroaction
quotidienne via le Google Classroom
et le portfolio de l’élève

● les parents seront invités à prendre
part à toutes les activités
pédagogiques organisées par notre
personnel

● les parents seront en communication
continue afin d’être informés sur la
progression de leur enfant.  Nous leur
offrirons des stratégies en
mathématiques et en littératie pour
appuyer leur enfant une fois les
camps terminés

● nous avons élaboré une fiche de
communication pour nos parents afin
de mieux les informer sur le progrès
de leur enfant

● sondage formulaire  Google pour
obtenir la rétroaction des parents une
fois le camp terminé.

courriel  l’informant sur les modalités du
camp

-chaque enseignant  communiquait au début de la
semaine les activités planifiées

-pendant le camp:  rétroaction quotidienne via le
Google Classroom, les courriels et les conversations
lorsque les parents venaient reconduire leur enfant

-communiqué de presse dans les médias

-sondage formulaire  Google pour obtenir la
rétroaction des parents une fois le camp terminé.
Nous avons reçu de beaux témoignages:

“Lydia a adorer son sejour au camp“

“The children had an amazing time at Camp this year.

They loved the outing and all the games played. It really

made learning fun.“

“Nora had a great 3 weeks making new friends and

practicing her French. Thank you for this opportunity!“

“Kailyn a adoré participer au camp Franco!!! Elle a

surtout aimé les sorties éducatives! C’était une

expérience très agréable pour ma fille. Merci!!!“

“Aliyah a vraiment aimé apprendre avec les enseignants

cette année. Nous sommes heureux qu'elle nous ait

rejoint, car c'était très différent d'Online l'année dernière !

Merci pour l'opportunité!“

“Kloé était contente le matin de ce lever et d’aller faire

partie du camp, les activités planifier était super!“
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“Les enseignants ont toujours amiable et Jacob a été

excité d'aller au camp“

“Absolutely. They loved going every single day and loved

all of the activities.“

“i have noticed a big difference in the amount of French

the kids continue to speak at home after there full day of

camp.“

“I believe having a familiar environment ( her school)

made her very comfortable in practicing a language

shes still familiarizing herself with. The teachers were

friendly and seemed very supportive.“

“Pièce de théâtre et car wash! Superbe mon enfant était

toute dedans des bonnes idées!“

“William learned many new French words and would use

them at home. He started making full sentences too.“

“We want to express our gratitude and appreciation. One

of my boys was not adjusting well to the initial camp he

was registered in Russell. The teachers and the

coordinator took immediate action and came up with a

plan to switch him to Camp Inspire in Embrun and it

ended up working out really well. Thank you.“

Relier l'apprentissage pendant l'été aux programmes scolaires réguliers
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Un avantage distinct qui s'est dégagé au fil du temps du programme d'été est la capacité d'aider le
personnel enseignant de septembre à être mieux préparé à programmer pour les élèves plus vulnérables
lorsqu'ils entrent dans leurs nouvelles salles de classe en septembre. Plus les enseignants receveurs
connaîtront les élèves du programme d'été et leurs progrès au cours de l'été, plus ces élèves auront
d'occasions de bien commencer le mois de septembre.

Plan pour relier l'apprentissage pendant l'été
aux programmes scolaires réguliers

● nous allons acheminer un tableau
de compilation des résultats des
évaluations diagnostiques des
élèves à toutes nos directions
d’école dès la rentrée

● nous allons partager un petit
portfolio avec les réalisations des
élèves

● nous allons communiquer avec
toutes les enseignantes ressources
de nos écoles afin de partager les
résultats des évaluations
diagnostiques des élèves à la lueur
des données recueillies

● nous avons élaboré une fiche de
communication pour les parents et
pour les équipes-écoles afin de
mieux communiquer le
cheminement de nos élèves...ceci
se fera tout au long du camp pour
les parents et à la rentrée pour le
personnel des écoles

Réussites

● Renforcer les concepts de  base en littératie et en
numératie.

● Planifier des activités intéressantes et
engageantes afin de susciter la curiosité et
maintenir une motivation pour l’apprentissage .

● Communiquer les résultats des évaluations GB+
aux écoles nourricières afin que les enseignantes
puissent planifier leur enseignement selon les
besoins des élèves.
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Aider les élèves à retourner à l'école

Pour de nombreux élèves et parents, l'année scolaire 2021-2022 a  présenté des défis importants pour
l'apprentissage, l'engagement, les liens sociaux et la concentration des élèves. Le programme d'été 2022
offre une occasion unique
a) d'aider les élèves à se préparer à leur retour à l'école régulière et
b) d'aider les parents à soutenir leurs enfants au retour de septembre.

L’un des objectifs du programme d’été de cette année est non seulement de combler les lacunes
d’apprentissage créées par la crise sanitaire actuelle, mais aussi de préparer les élèves à un éventuel
retour à l’école en septembre. Exemples :

- soutien des travailleurs sociaux de la communauté et / ou du conseil aux élèves et aux parents;

- des partenariats avec des agences locales de santé mentale et des ressources

communautaires;

- des sessions pour les parents sur la façon d'aider leur fils ou leur fille en septembre;

- fournir et / ou développer des ressources pour soutenir les enseignants et les parents;

- créer une section sur les sites Web du conseil;

- discussions en ligne entre les enseignantes et enseignants du programme d'été et les

enseignantes et enseignants receveurs et les professionnels de soutien en santé mentale;

- des conseils et un soutien individuels pour les élèves et les parents du programme d'été;

- apprentissage professionnel du personnel enseignant pour mieux identifier et accompagner les

élèves à risque.

Décrivez certaines des stratégies et activités que vous prévoyez inclure dans votre programme d'été 2022
qui aideront les parents et les élèves à retourner à l'école en septembre.

Plan pour aider les élèves du programme d’été
à retourner à l'école

● En vivant des réussites et des succès
au courant du programme d'été cela

Réussites

● partage des résultats de post-tests afin que le
personnel enseignant puissent utiliser les données
recueillies dès le début de l’année
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permettra aux élèves d'avoir
confiance en eux en anticipant  la
rentrée scolaire avec enthousiasme.

● En vivant des défis engageants, les
élèves feront preuve de créativité et
de résilience, ce qui leur permettra
d'entamer l'année scolaire plus
facilement.

● Les enseignants des camps feront
référence à la rentrée, ils parleront
d'exemples concrets d'activités qu'ils
pourraient vivre à la rentrée scolaire,
ils questionneront les élèves sur leurs
inquiétudes face à la rentrée.  En
communiquant leurs besoins ou leurs
inquiétudes, les élèves mettront des
mots sur leurs sentiments et cela
permettra de mieux les outiller pour
faire face à la rentrée.

● Des situations authentiques de la vie
quotidienne seront présentées aux
élèves. Ils s'amuseront en révisant des
concepts, avec l'objectif qu'ils
puissent mieux les assimiler. En
incluant dans chaque activité
d'apprentissage des références aux
compétences transférables, aux
habitudes et habiletés de travail ainsi
qu'à des  apprentissages socio
émotionnels, les élèves devraient se
créer des référents leur permettant
de s'approprier des connaissances
qui, jusqu'à maintenant, leurs avaient
échappées. Le tout étant dans le but
de faciliter, de permettre une rentrée
plus équilibrée et harmonieuse pour
chaque élève.

Ce témoignage est un exemple des répercussions positives
sur le retour à l’école.

“We want to express our gratitude and appreciation. One

of my boys was not adjusting well to the initial camp he

was registered in Russell. The teachers and the

coordinator took immediate action and came up with a

plan to switch him to Camp Inspire in Embrun and it

ended up working out really well. Thank you.“

● Les conséquences positives des camps
d’apprentissage et de la collaboration de toute
l’équipe seront nombreuses et à long terme:

- réengagement à l'apprentissage en présentiel
- bien-être et santé mentale de toute la famille
augmentée
- sentiment de confiance entre l'école et la maison
- communication en français
- consolidation des apprentissages

● Réinvestissement des connaissances apprises en
codage par l’entremise d’une variété de
technologie
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● Des ressources seront partagées à la
fin du camp pour que les élèves
puissent participer à des activités
pédagogiques de façon autonome au
mois d’août jusqu’à la rentrée

Communication de l'efficacité du programme d'été

Au fur et à mesure que les programmes d'été se développent et se diversifient, les parents, le personnel du
conseil et les conseillers scolaires. Cet intérêt a été amplifié par l'utilisation de programmes
d'apprentissage virtuels.

Les conseils sont toujours tenus de faire rapport à leur conseil sur leur programme de 2022, en notant les
faits saillants, l'efficacité et les domaines à examiner ultérieurement.

Cependant, cette année, les conseils n'ont pas à soumettre à CODE une copie de leur rapport 2022 ou de
leur présentation aux conseillers scolaires.

Expliquez comment vous prévoyez de communiquer les succès et l'efficacité de votre programme d'été aux
parents, aux enseignants, aux directions d’école, au conseil et aux intervenants / partenaires
communautaires.

Plan de communication de l'efficacité du
programme d’été 2022
● Nous prévoyons communiquer les

réussites de notre programmation
d’été par le biais de nos réseaux
sociaux (ex.:  Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram)

● nous utiliserons le @OntarioSLP
@CSDCEO

● Nous avons fait une présentation  aux
conseillers scolaires  le 14 juin   2022
lors d’une rencontre du comité
plénier en soirée.   Nous ferons une
rencontre bilan à la rentrée 2022 pour
nos conseillers scolaires.  Nous
dressons un portrait  des réussites par
le biais d’une présentation Google ou
autre, accompagnée de photos, de
témoignages, et de données.

Réussites

● Nous avons partagé sur les réseaux sociaux
les belles réussites de nos différents groupes
des camps d’été afin de faire rayonner notre
programme et nos jeunes vedettes.

● Nous avons rédigé un communiqué de presse
à la fin du programme pour récapituler nos
succès auprès des membres de notre
communauté scolaire.

● Nous allons présenter un bilan final aux
conseillers scolaires par l’entremise d’une
vidéo qui fera état des résultats des camps
d’apprentissage.
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Un rapport final par la surintendance Maryse Legault
sera présenté aux conseillers scolaires lors de la
réunion du conseil le 13  septembre 2022.

Élargir les programmes d'été

Maximiser les opportunités pour les élèves en apprentissage pendant l'été.

Au cours des dernières années, de nombreux conseils ont « élargi » leur financement du programme d'été
de CODE pour atteindre plus d'élèves et offrir plus de classes (certains conseils ont également utilisé
d'autres sources de financement). Exemples :

- nombre de classes supplémentaires;

- comment ces classes sont financées et organisées;

- considérations lors de la décision d'offrir des classes supplémentaires;

- les domaines d'un programme virtuel qui peuvent ne pas nécessiter de financement (p. ex., le

transport, les activités récréatives, la nourriture pour les pauses nutritionnelles et les déjeuners

des élèves, etc.)

Indiquez si vous offrirez plus de classes (que celles financées par CODE) et comment votre conseil finance
et organise ces classes.

Planifier pour prolonger et élargir les classes
du programme d'été

● Nous avions prévu d'offrir 10 classes
de plus cette année, à la lueur des
inscriptions que nous avons reçues et
des besoins au niveau de la réduction
des écarts.  Toutefois nous avons dû
fermer certaines classes, faute de
personnel.

Réussites

● Nous avons rencontré des défis au niveau du
recrutement du personnel enseignant et du
personnel d’appui cette année donc nous avons
pu offrir une classe additionnelle .
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Commentaires
Veuillez ajouter tout commentaire que vous jugez utile.

Merci de nous offrir ce financement pour permettre à nos élèves de vivre de telles expériences.  L’appui de
CODE est inestimable pour la réussite de nos élèves les plus vulnérables.

Soumis par :

Nom :  Sylvie Labrèche

Poste :  Directrice M-6

Courriel : sylvie.labreche@csdceo.org

Signé par

____
Date Signature de la directrice ou directeur de l’éducation
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2022 Summer Learning Program Board Plan and Report Back  

 
 

The Board Plan for Summer Learning 2022 
With the ongoing considerations as to how students learn, the 2022 Summer Learning Program (SLP) can again be organized and offered 
in different formats, including virtual learning and in-person/face-to-face classes.  It is understood that summer learning plans may vary 
from board to board and be individually designed to meet the needs of their more vulnerable students, parents, and communities.  
 
Due to these variable conditions and that, for 2022, there may be a range of face-to-face student learning classes and virtual SLPs, it is 
important for the Council of Ontario Directors of Education (CODE) to maintain a clear picture of:  
 

- the range of programs offered this summer;  

- the successes of students and teachers; 

- the challenges they face; and,  

- the solutions undertaken by boards.   

CODE has a reporting responsibility to the Ministry of Education on Summer Learning Programs and their funding; reviewing board SLP 
plans greatly assists with this reporting and with future planning.  
 
Boards are asked to complete the following template which provides important information in two categories: the first section (Plan) 
outlines the board’s summer learning plan for 2022; the second (Outcomes) reports on results achieved during this year’s program.  
 
Some suggested activities/strategies are included in the plan template. While these should be considered as examples only and are not 
necessarily required, please note that these suggestions have been identified in discussions with board leads as areas they are 
undertaking to support their SLP students, teachers, and parents. Board leads are encouraged to outline the activities/strategies that their 
board will be using this summer and are also asked to include a sample of a daily schedule/timetable with their board plan. 
 
Boards should submit two reports: the first part of the attached template (due June 30, 2022) will include the board plan(s) for summer 
learning; the second part (due August 31, 2022) will report on the outcomes accomplished. 
 
Please return the completed Board Plan and Report Back by email to Janette Jensen janette@ontariodirectors.ca on the dates 
specified above.  A copy must also be forwarded to the CODE Regional Lead for your board. 
 
Only one Plan/Report Back document, encompassing all regular CODE SLP programs offered, is required.    
 
Board Information 
 
The statistical information requested below is to be included in the June 30, 2022 report and updated in the final board report submitted 
on August 31, 2022. 
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Summer Learning Program Team (please indicate names) 
 

Name of Board  
Greater Essex County District School Board  

Supervisory Officer 
Responsible for the SLP 

Dr. Clara Howitt 

SLP 
Principal/Coordinator 

Laura Bates 

SLP Teachers Yvette Lehman 
Craig Guthrie  

 
Number of Classes 

 

Number of virtual 
learning classes 

2 (Camp Wonder, Camp Migizi)  

Number of face-to-
face student learning 

classes 

37 

 
Allocation by Board 

 
Number of classes 
provided through CODE 
funding 

20 

Number of classes 
provided through Board 
funding 

Funding partners below are supporting our programs  

Number of classes 
offered through other 
funding (please specify 
e.g., other Ministry 
program funding, 
community partnerships, 
etc.) 

17+2=19 
(Ministry of Education funding supports our Camp Merveille, Camp Migizi and Camp 
Discovery, Camp Mkeka and Camp Nia programs) 

Total number of classes 37+2 (Camp Mkeka and Camp Nia)=39 
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Breakdown of Classes: 

Grade/Division 

Program Focus 
(e.g., Literacy, 
Numeracy, 
Blended) 

Total Number of 
Classes 

Total Number of 
Students 

Total Number of Hours of 
Student Instruction Per 
Day 

Kindergarten-Grade 3 
Blended-literacy 
and numeracy   

Wonder 17 

Wonder 
Virtual  

1 

Merveille  8 
 

Wonder 348 

Wonder 
Virtual  

29 

Merveille  179 
 

In-Person  
4.25 daily x 15 days  
63.75 hours of 
instruction  
Virtual 
2.5 hours daily X 15 
days 
37.5 hours of 
instruction  

Grades 4, 5, 6  See below  See below    

Combined Classes K-6  
 

Blended-literacy 
and numeracy  

Discovery-6 Discovery-56  

Classes for English 
Language Learners 

Blended literacy 
and numeracy   

All Wonder classes 
include ELL 
learners  
Lingo-2 

Lingo-24  

Classes for Indigenous 
Students 

Blended literacy 
and numeracy  

Migizi-2 
Migizi virtual-1  

Migizi -41 
Migizi Virtual-9 

 

Classes for Black 
Students  

Blended literacy 
and numeracy  

Mkeka-1 
Nia-1 

Mkeka/Nia-39 

Please note that Camp 
Mkeka and Camp Nia 
operated on a different 
schedule 

 
Summer Learning Program Schedule (Dates and Hours): 

Dates when the SLP is offered (e.g., July 5 to 23) 
Pre-Camp Activity Day-Thursday, June 30th 
SLP Program Dates: Monday, July 4th-Friday, July 22nd, 2022 
 

Hours of student instruction (e.g., 9 am to 12 pm). Note: the minimum requirement is three hours daily or equivalent to 45 hours of 
instruction. 
 
Indicate different modes of student instruction and amount of time for students on each task 
(e.g., synchronous class learning, online small group or individual instruction, parent-student-teacher meetings, etc.) 
In-Person Programming: 
8:30-9:00-Breakfast 
9:00 a.m.-12:00-Learning Block 
12:00-12:45-Lunch 
12:45-2:00-STEAM/DPA 
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Additional hours of instruction (if applicable: e.g., virtual visits, parent sessions, activities, etc.) 
Daily: 60 minutes 
Total: 17.5 hours for teachers to co-learn; connect with parents; complete diagnostic pre/post assessments  
 
Staff schedule daily: 8:00-2:30 
-see Sample Day Plan above  
8:00-8:30-Staff Meeting with Coordinators 
8:30-9:00-Arrival and Breakfast for students  
9:00-12:00-Learning Block (including time for snack and DPA) 
12:00-12:45-Lunch 
12:45-1:45-STEAM-staff led and collaborate with community partners 
1:45-2:00-DPA and Pick-up  
2:00-2:30-Parent Communication, Staff Collaboration, PLC  
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Planning and Preparation 
 

Preparing for the 2022 Summer Learning Program 
 
During the past year, boards have been adapting to the demands of teaching in different settings for student learning. Areas that boards 
may address during summer programs include:  
 
 

- preparing teachers for synchronous learning;  
- identifying technology needs and support staff; 
- providing additional resources for parents and students; 
- supporting students for whom virtual learning is not a possibility; 
- organizing/transitioning to face-to-face student learning; and 
- supporting students for return to in-class/school learning in September. 

  
Outline the most important considerations that your board may face when planning for your 2022 Summer Learning Program and how 
you plan to address these areas.  
 

Planning and Preparation 
 
Below are several key areas of 
focus for the GECDSB in the 2022 
Summer Learning Planning  

• Supporting teachers new 

to the profession with a 

team teaching and 

learning experience   

• Providing STEAM 

resources for students 

(individualized by program 

focus) and expanding on 

opportunities to explore 

science and the arts and 

physical activity and 

movement   

• Providing opportunities to 

extend student 

engagement in rich 

learning experiences 

focused on specific 

targeted goals  

• Supporting GECDSB 

(Greater Essex County 

District School Board) 

work with early 

Intervention and reading 

instruction   

Outcomes 
As shared in the initial report, the Greater Essex County District School Board is currently in the 
13th year of operation. This year, we are pleased to share the ways in which we were able to build 
upon previous success and how we found new and varied ways to innovate our program.  

Program Aims  

The aims for our 2022 Summer Learning programming were to: 

• Reduce summer learning slide   

• Target whole group and small group instruction   

• Improve well-being through movement & mindfulness   

• Improve character traits of responsibility, resiliency, and respect   

• Build strong caregiver partnerships   

• Provide enriching STEAM experiences   

• Improve public confidence   

• Improve healthy eating through daily breakfast and snack program  
 
Program Overview 
This year we wanted to build upon the diverse nature of our programs and arrange ‘HUB’ school 
locations. This allowed us to bring multiple programs together under one roof and provided a rich 
learning experience for all of the staff/students. Resources were shared amongst the classes in 
the HUB school locations and educators were encouraged to work collaboratively together, within 
and between their programs. Based on the conversations with our Site Coordinators, the 
feedback indicated that this model provided multiple benefits, including more active engagement 
from Coordinators with staff, students and families and the creation of engaging and diverse 
school/community atmosphere. 
 
 
 
 
 
Below is an example shared with SLP educators of the purpose of the HUB school model.  
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• Providing opportunities for 

our ELL (English 

Language Learners) 

learners to engage in rich 

integrated learning 

experiences that further 

extend their literacy and 

numeracy learning  

• Support well-being 

through movement and 

mindfulness 

• Supporting development 

of character Education, 

particularly in the area of 

respect, responsibility and 

resiliency  

• Build strong caregiver 

partnerships in an effort to 

continue to build public 

confidence 

 
The GECDSB is now in our 13th year of 
the SLP and we are so excited to be 
returning to in-person programming.  
 
We are extremely pleased that almost 
100 hundred educators have once again 
applied for positions in the GECDSB SLP 
program, even after the challenges we 
faced during the current school year.  

• The majority of our SLP staff 

are occasional and long-term 

occasional teachers. Several 

of our teachers are 2022 

Faculty of Education students, 

within concurrent programs 

and a number of our teachers 

are recent Faculty of 

Education graduates and are 

just beginning their career 

with the GECDSB.  

Our staffing focus has continued to 
focus on using the SLP classrooms as 
mentorship partnerships for NTIP (New 
Teachers Internship Program) 

This year the Greater Essex County District School Board Summer Learning Program included: 

• 9 hubs with 39 sites with the following foci:  
- Reading  
- Mathematics  
- Character Education 
- Cultural Connections (FNMI)  
- French Language Acquisition  
- English as a Second Language  
- Camp Mkeka and Camp Nia 

• Students with Exceptionalities  

• 678 Students  

• 75 Educators  

• 9 Early Childhood Educators  

• 1 Educational Assistant  

• 9 Coordinators   

• 1 FNMI Support Worker  

• 1 ESL Liaison 

• 1 Camp Discovery Liaison  

• 1 FNMI Lead  

• 1 Robotics Instructor  

• 6 Researchers 
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candidates, with a focus on exposure 
and experience with not only 
pedagogically sound practices but a 
focus on building skills in delivery 
precise and personalized programing, 
particularly in the area of literacy and 
numeracy  

The slide above is an example of our weekly SLP Family Newsletter and shares an overview 
of the amazing things happening within our HUB sites.  

 
As indicated in Appendix A,  you will see that we had a wide variety of educators who made 
up our teaching staff.  
The educators that were eligible to apply for the SLP were contract teachers, NTIP candidates, 
long term occasional teachers, daily occasional teachers, teacher candidates, early childhood 
educators, educational assistants, and FNMI support workers.  
 
The majority of our SLP staff were occasional and long-term occasional teachers, again this year. 
Another exciting component was that approximately half of the staff were in the first year of the 
program.  
 
As in the previous two years, we continued our staffing focus from and used our SLP classrooms 
as mentorship partnerships for NTIP candidates.  
Please see Appendix A for more detailed information about the GECDSB SLP staff 
makeup.  
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Student Engagement 
 

Engaging Summer Learning Students with Learning Activities 
Boards develop and implement a range of strategies to ensure successful and engaging summer programs for their students -- both individually, 
and as part of a class or small group.  
 
This year’s Summer Learning Program will again be organized to reflect the challenges facing boards during the pandemic. 
 
Indicate in your responses below the range/type of instruction that you are planning this summer to maximize student learning, engagement, 
participation, and attendance. 
        

Plan to Maximize Student Engagement and 
Attendance 
 

• We know that student engagement 

in the learning process is 

foundational for learning.  

• We have provided very precise 

targeted focuses for each of our 

camps. We believe that the narrow 

focus, that is intended to support 

specific areas of growth for students 

will provide them with the 

opportunity to hone their skills and 

see growth over the three-week 

period. 

• Along with daily mindfulness and 

movement, we have partnered with 

our Teacher Consultant for Physical 

and Health education to provide 

each site with kits of DPA and 

movement activities. Specific lesson 

ideas are included with each 

resource kit and we are also brining 

in a local partner to engage our 

students in “Pound Fitness”, during 

in-person sessions weekly.  

• Our STEAM expansion of the 

program was a highlight for us last 

year. Based on the feedback we 

received from all partners, we are 

once again focusing our afternoon 

programming on STEAM. All our 

camps are partnering with 

community partners (Scientists in 

Schools, Life Song Stories, Arts Can 

Outcomes 
 
Within the GECDSB Summer Learning Program, we have always focused on maintaining high 
levels of student engagement in the learning process.  As indicated in our initial report, we 
believe that this is foundational for learning and is used as a core component of planning 
precise, targeted outcomes for our program.  
 

“She loved the teachers and the activities. The lessons were very 
interesting to her and kept her very engaged.” 

SLP Parent 2022 

 
The continued expansion of our STEAM program was once again a significant component of 
the Summer Learning program. Building upon the success of the introduction of a number of 
community partnerships, we once again worked collaboratively with a number of artists and 
scientists, from across Ontario. The Virtual delivery model for our Science programs, provided 
multiple opportunities to connect with experts both locally and across the province. Our artists 
from Arts Can Teach, also visited our classes virtually and led students through multiple 
explorations focused on exploring movement and imagination.   

 
 
In our 2020-2021 SLP Report, we highlighted the partnerships with Scientists in Schools and 
Arts Can Teach. The partnerships below are an expansion on our 2020-2021 programs. For 
additional information about our STEAM partners, please see Appendix B attached.  
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Teach, Windsor Symphony 

Orchestra) to support further 

exploration of science, technology 

and the arts.  

• We are extremely pleased to offer a 

new component this year with the 

expansion of our Strings program, 

which occurs in two of our 

elementary schools throughout the 

school year. In partnership with local 

musicians and U of W music 

students, two classes of Grade 2 or 

2/3 students will be learning how to 

play the violin, during daily lessons 

led by these partners.  

• As in past years, we continue to 

engage with community partners to 

support our programming. In 

particular, students in Camp Migizi 

and Camp Merveille, expand their 

programming and integrate cultural 

programming throughout the camp. 

This focus on cultural appreciation 

and growth is a highlight for many 

students and their families. 

 
This year we expanded upon our partnership with the Windsor Symphony Orchestra and not 
only did classes have access to virtual concerts, they also were visited by the Concert Master, 
who led them in an interactive exploration of the woodwind family of instruments. Each HUB 
site then had a final performance from the Windsor Youth Symphony Orchestra. Not only was 
this performance led solely by students, it also featured a number of GECDSB secondary 
school students, who offered an engaging and insightful look at the exploration of musicianship 
and musicality. As this was an in-person concert, students were given the opportunity to ask 
questions after each piece and to delve deeper into how much time and dedication these 
musicians have put into honing their craft.   
 
Below are several of our highlights from our weekly family newsletters and/or social 
media posts that demonstrate the amazing engagement during the STEAM and 
activities.   
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Activities, Tours, and More 
This year, again, presents both challenges and opportunities to keep students motivated, engaged, and interested.  While the usual SLP 
requirement for a fitness and activity program (in addition to the 45 hours of student instruction) may return this year, many boards are reporting 
exciting ways to provide integrated online learning activities that keep students stimulated and curious about the world around them. 
 
These online activities could include a virtual or student tour of a (preferably local) library connected to their literacy program, teacher-led fitness 
breaks for students (not a recess break), a virtual tour/YouTube video of local historical sites integrated into student learning activities, visuals of 
math manipulatives and mathematics strategies, etc.  
 
For face-to-face in-class SLPs, there may be a safe return to some of these activities within the guidelines and direction provided by the Ministry 
of Education and Ministry of Health. 
 
There are many more innovations boards are using to keep students engaged and learning. Share your activities, resources, and strategies (and 
add links if available) on the summer learning website via the contact page: https://ontariosummerlearning.org/contact-page/  
 
Boards that share SLP highlights via Twitter are encouraged to mention @OntarioSLP (the official CODE summer learning account) in their 
tweets. 
 

Plan for Keeping Students Motivated and 
Interested 
 
As in past years, we know that it is vital that 
we have students engaged in learning, 
especially after the unpredictable and ever-
changing learning environment that our 
students have participated in over the past two 
years.  
 
When planning our program this year, we 
examined lessons learned during our two 
years of virtual programming, as well as 
focused on the traditional hallmarks of the 
GECDSB Summer Learning Program. 
 

• Team teaching partnerships to 

provide more precise, personalized 

programming for students 

• Differentiated targeted camp goals 

(see overview below), for each 

individual camp which align to 

specific identified student needs. 

• Focus on daily movement, 

mindfulness, and character 

education teachings (respect, 

responsibility and resilience)   

• We are building on the success of 

last year’s STEAM programming 

and are continuing to collaborate 

with a number of community 

Outcomes 
As indicated above, our students were actively engaged in STEAM activities each day, in 
addition to the focus on literacy, numeracy and the character teachings of responsibility, 
resiliency and respect. Our Herman and Campbell HUB sites were our biggest SLP sites and 
they had an opportunity to work collaboratively with a Robotics Instructor, who led them in fun 
and engaging opportunities to explore the world of CODING. Below are some highlights about 
the Robotics program, that were highlighted in one of our weekly newsletters.  

 

 

https://ontariosummerlearning.org/contact-page/
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partners to engage our students in 

rich learning opportunities in science 

and the arts 

• Local scientists and artists will 

provide precise, targeted instruction 

within the classroom. Varied 

experiences will be provided for 

students including specified science 

experiments, engagement in drama 

and dance activities and exploring 

music through participation in a 

virtual concert series with the WSO 

and a follow-up visit with the 

conductor, for all of our programs.  

 
 
Movement and Daily Physical Activity  
The GECDSB SLP has traditionally had a very strong afternoon recreation and physical fitness 
component, where we visited our local University/College and recreation complexes for 
swimming and physical activity. With varied community/provincial restrictions in place, we 
recognized that this year was another year that required much innovation and ‘out of the box 
thinking, we changed trajectories and integrated our STEAM programs with a hybrid model of 
in-person and virtual. As shared above, we worked collaboratively with our STEAM partners to 
provide daily activities to students. Whether the activities were virtual-synchronous, virtual-
asynchronous or in-person, many varied and unique learning experiences were available for 
all.  
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Pound Fitness  
 

 
 
String Program at Brock/Begley HUBS  
This year, we built upon the success of the GECDSB Strings project and offered a strings class 
daily for students in Grade 2/3 at both our Brock and Begley HUB sites. The feedback from 
staff, parents and students pointed to a resounding success. Student learning was showcased 
in a culminating concert for families, community partners and students and staff at both Brock 
and Begley. The success of the program was highlighted in both the local news and 
newspaper.  
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“My son really loved the violin classes. I appreciated the snack and lunch program. Both 
of my kids were excited to attend each day and looked forward to it!” 

SLP Parent-2022 
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Parent Engagement 
Summer learning offers unique opportunities to connect parents with schools, teachers, and their child’s education. This is especially true in 
a virtual environment, where parental involvement in learning at home can increase opportunities for student success. 
  
This year, SLP teachers and administrators will likely use a range of online tools and techniques to connect with parents.  Below are some 
examples of parental outreach techniques boards have found to be effective:  
 

- Individual online or in person teacher-parent discussions.  

- Prepared video update for parents.  

- Predetermined time for parents to contact and meet teachers. 

- Teacher-parent emails. 

- Use of the board/school website or social media accounts. 

- Parent questionnaires and written questions from parents. 

- Recorded or in-person parent interviews. 

- Regular mail and student reports. 

Explain how you plan to support and involve parents in your board’s Summer Learning Program, and how these strategies will be used to 
encourage greater parent engagement during the school year. 
 

Plan for Parent Engagement 
Initial Communication with Families  

• Prior to the start of the program, 

teachers will send a detailed introductory 

email to introduce themselves to their 

students/families and to provide 

logistical information about the hours of 

the camp and share the plan for the 

return to in-person programming.  

• Following the email, teachers will reach 

out to each parent through a telephone 

call to introduce themselves and answer 

questions 

• In addition, email communication and 

the phone conversations will be focused 

on sharing information about the 

purpose of the program, the structure of 

the day, and suggested strategies for 

engaging with their children.   

Daily Parent Engagement  

• We will continue to focus on providing 
partners with an opportunity to see their 
student’s engaged in learning. They will 
be invited in weekly to engage in learning 
with their child.  

 
 

Outcomes 
Throughout the program, parents/guardians were invited to attend weekly parent 
engagement sessions related to literacy, math, character education, Daily Physical 
Activity and STEAM. Below are some selected images from the sites that showcase 
these engaging opportunities. 
 
Please see Appendix C for additional information regarding our 
Parent/Guardian’s perception of their child’s participation in the GECDSB 
Summer Learning Program.   
 
The GECDSB Summer Learning Program places heavy emphasis on Parent 
Engagement and feedback. Therefore, parents and guardians were invited to 
complete a survey to offer feedback and suggestions for the future.  
 

“She loved how hands on it was, how much the teachers were involved with her. 
The overall whole experience was amazing for her.” 

SLP Parent 2022 

Communication with Families  

• As we do each year within our SLP programs, we regularly engaged parents in a 
variety of ways, including sending out a weekly newsletter. This year our 
newsletters highlighted the unique HUBS and the multiple camps that made up 
each HUB. The Coordinator partnered with staff to highlight the key components 
of the program and shared this communication with families, weekly. Teachers 
also communicated with parents on a weekly basis to share student progress. 
They began the program by calling/emailing families and SLP campers to 
introduce themselves and share key components of the program. With the return 
to in-person programming, weekly discussions with parents often happened more 
frequently as parents and staff actively engaged in building relationships during 
conversations at both drop-off and pick-up, daily.  
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Newsletters 

• Parents will receive a newsletter each 
week during the camp to share highlights 
of the program. Teachers will be 
encouraged to collaboratively develop 
the newsletters with their site 
coordinators.  Teachers are welcome to 
send out individual class 
newsletters/communication, as well.   

 
Weekly Parent Engagement Contact 

• Teachers are asked to connect with 
families once/week to discuss progress 
and to share some ongoing areas of 
focus for each student.  

 
Communication of Learning  

• A Communication of Learning will be sent 
home on the last day to outline student 
learning and recommended next steps.  
This provides parents with information 
that will allow them to continue to support 
learning at home.  Students will be asked 
to participate in the reflection and share 
information about the strengths, areas of 
focus and highlights of the Camp.  

 
Social Media Campaign 

• Our SLP staff have always engaged in 

the promotion of the program by sending 

out multiple Tweets each day. 

• This year we continue to partner with our 

Communications Officer to support and 

promote the program.  A detailed social 

media campaign has been designed and 

daily social media posts will highlight 

each Camp and will provide insight into 

the types of activities students and staff 

are engaging in. 

 

Communication of Learning  

• The Communication of Learning was a collaborative effort between both students 
and staff. The COL highlighted student strengths and areas of growth 
demonstrated during the three weeks of the program. In addition, students were 
asked to practice their self-reflection skills by sharing the highlights of the 
program with their families. Below, you will see a copy of the Communication of 
Learning that each student received.  

 
Social Media Engagement  
Social Media promotion of our Summer Learning Program has always been a highlight 
for us. Each year, our educators are asked to share learning with families and with the 
community on Twitter. This year educators were asked to send one Tweet/day but far 
exceeded this number. In addition, our Communications Officer partnered with us and 
shared highlights on Instagram and IG stories.  
Below is a link to a highlight video regarding our program.  
https://youtu.be/tHc69-F5nSw 
 

“As parents we liked the exposure and social benefits of being around other 
children as she is an only child with very few children in our neighbourhood. We 
also appreciate the extra learning she has access to over the summer as well as 
the ability to not have to take any extra time off work over the summer months. As 
a bonus the breakfast and lunch program were great.” 

SLP Parent 2022 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/tHc69-F5nSw
https://youtu.be/tHc69-F5nSw
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Connecting Summer Learning to Regular School Programs 
 

One distinct benefit that has emerged from the Summer Learning Program is the ability to assist September teachers in being better 
prepared to program for more vulnerable students when they enter their classrooms in the fall.  The more receiving teachers know about 
summer learning students and their progress over the summer, the more opportunities these students will have for a successful September 
start.  
  

Plan for Connecting Summer Learning to 
Regular School Programs 

• Each student will receive a 
Communication of Learning at the end of 
Summer Learning.  This Communication 
of Learning will allow the student, 
parents/guardians, teachers and 
administrators to know the student’s 
strengths and next steps in learning.  
Individual student’s pre and post data 
will also be shared with schools. This 
information will be beneficial in 
supporting transitions into the new 
school year/class. 

In particular, the specific foci for our programs 
are:  

• Students will work towards improving 
their phonemic awareness and word 
recognition skills.  

• Students will work towards building 
language comprehension skills, including 
background knowledge, vocabulary, and 
literacy knowledge.  

• Students will work towards using 
appropriate strategies to add and 
subtract.  

• An additional focus on early intervention 
and effective reading instruction, will be 
a focus for all camps. As system, we will 
continue to focus on dissecting the 
findings of the OHRC Tribunal Right to 
Read report.  
This will continue to be a focus for our 
system this year.  
 

Outcomes  
 

 
 
SK/1 Programming 
This year, we offered programming at each HUB site for students who were in SK and 
Grade 1 during the 2021-2022 school year. This was in alignment with our CODE 
funding but was also a targeted group of students who we felt would benefit 
significantly from this three-week targeted and precise intervention, particularly in the 
area of reading intervention. We expanded our staffing partnerships in this program 
and mirrored a traditional Kindergarten staffing team model by partnering our ECE’s 
and teachers together, within these classrooms. To say that the program was a 
significant success, would be an understatement.   
 
Please see Appendix D for more detailed information about our learning from 
the GECDSB’s SLP and how we plan to use this learning to connect to school 
year programming.  
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Helping Students Return to School 
 

For many students and parents, the 2021-22 school year presented significant challenges for student learning, engagement, social 
connections, and focus. The 2022 Summer Learning Program presents a unique opportunity to a) help students prepare for their 
return to regular school, and b) assist parents in supporting their children for the September return.  
 
A focus for this year’s SLP is to not only bridge the gaps in learning created by the current health crisis, but to also prepare students 
for a return to school in September. Some initiatives that may help include: 
  

- Community and/or board social worker support for students and parents. 

- Partnerships with local mental health agencies and community resources. 

- Organized sessions for parents on how to help their son or daughter in September. 

- Providing and/or developing resources to support teachers and parents.  

- Establishing a section on board websites. 

- Online discussions between summer learning teachers and receiving teachers and mental health support professionals. 

- Iindividual counseling and support for summer learning students and parents. 

- Professional learning for teachers to better identify and support students at risk. 

Outline some of the strategies and activities that you plan to include in your 2022 Summer Learning Program with the aim of assisting 
parents and students with the return to school in September. 

Plan for SLP Helping Students Return to 
School 
The overarching goals of the GECSDB 
SLP are included below: 

o  Reduce summer learning slide  
o  Provide targeted small group 

instruction 
o  Support well-being through 

movement & mindfulness 
o  Promote the character teachings 

of responsibility, resiliency and 
respect  

o  Build strong caregiver 
partnerships 

o  Provide enriching STEAM 
experiences 

o Teacher collaboration  
o  Building public confidence  
o Promote healthy eating through 

daily breakfast and snack program  
 

• Daily mindfulness,  movement and 

DPA are integrated into all 

programs.  

• We have also partnered with our 

Teacher Consultant for Diversity 

and Teacher Consultant-English 

and Libraries. A curated collection 

of 15 mentor texts were selected 

Outcomes  
This year, we had a unique opportunity to return to in-person learning, something that 
we once only saw as the only model for program delivery. Taking the lessons learned 
from our two years of solely virtual programming and our 10 years of in-person 
programming previously, we created a Summer Learning program that incorporated 
the best of both worlds.  
 

“It is refreshing to see students in-person again! Already after the first day of camp, 
the STEAM activity was much more engaging in students. I believe that virtual did 
teach us many tools that we can use (ex. lesson planning and collaborating with 
PowerPoints), but overall it is really awesome to see students in-person. I also feel 
like I can better assess or change my teaching methods based on students’ needs 
if they are with me in-person. However, virtually I did feel like I made just as good 
connections as in-person. Parent communication is also easier in-person because 
we see and communicate daily with students at arrival and dismissal.“  

SLP Educator 2022 

 
One of our objectives within the GECDSB SLP was to support educators in the use of 
screeners and diagnostics to identify at-risk students and provide targeted instruction. 
Prior to the commencement of the program, educators had the opportunity to participate 
in professional development around the use of research-based assessment tools. In 
the first few days of the program, educators leveraged these tools to identify and plan 
for instruction for their students. Some of the tools highlighted in this year’s program 
include the Quick Phonics Screener and Leaps and Bounds. Educators were provided 
with two different learning sessions, prior to Camp where they were given voice and 
choice about the learning that they wished to engage in to assist in programming for 
the Summer Learning Program.  
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for teachers and a presentation at 

our Pre-Camp Activity Day by our 

Teacher Consultants for all of our 

GECDSB SLP Staff. The 

presentation focused on sharing 

more about Culturally Responsive 

Pedagogy and integrating 

Character teachings. Lesson plans 

were created and provided for staff 

• A focus on Character Education 

has always been an integral part of 

our programming. We know that 

when students have a positive 

mindset about their abilities this 

positively impacts social, emotional 

and cognitive growth for students. 

Based on the challenges that 

students, staff and families have 

faced over the last few years, we 

will focus on Respect, 

Responsibility and Resilience.  

Below, is an overview of the SLP Learning Session that was offered, prior to the SLP 
Pre-Camp Training Session. This was well-attended and multiple staff participated in 
the learning sessions offered.  
 

 
 
Our Pre-Camp Training Day brought together all of the educators from across the 
program. We engaged in rich learning experiences that not only provided a foundation 
for our work this summer but also engaged teachers in examining Culturally 
Responsive Pedagogy and Mentor text resources and lessons that can be utilized in 
each classroom, across grades throughout the school year.  

 
 
The slides from our Pre-Camp Activity Day below, demonstrate how we 
provided staff with Mentor Texts that were carefully chosen to assist with 
integrating Character Education in a culturally responsive way.   
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Multiple classes used the Mentor texts to support learning in the classroom. The tweet 
below is an example of how it was used in our Camp Lingo class at our Campbell 
HUB site.  
 

 
 
Please see Appendix E, for more detailed information about the highlights and 
lessons learned.   
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Communicating the Effectiveness of Summer Learning Programs 
 

As summer programs expand and diversify, there is greater interest in SLPs among parents, board staff, and trustees. This interest has 
been amplified through the use of virtual learning programs. 
 
Boards are still required to report to their Board of Trustees on their 2022 program, noting highlights, effectiveness, and areas for future 
consideration. However, boards do not have to submit a copy to CODE of their 2022 Report or Presentation to Trustees. 
 
Explain how you plan to communicate the success(es) and effectiveness of your Summer Learning Program to parents, teachers, 
principals, the board of trustees, and community stakeholders/partners.  
 

Plan to Communicate Effectiveness of the 
2022  SLP 

• A report outlining Summer Learning 

practices and outcomes will be 

shared with various board 

stakeholders including staff and 

trustees 

• This report will highlight the 

program’s successes and potential 

next steps based on the information 

gathered 

• The report will also be shared with 

our United Way partners, to assist 

in data collection for their planning 

forward and to support community 

partnerships for Out of Time School 

Support solutions throughout 

Windsor-Essex County 

• As United Way is providing lunch to 

approximately 500 of our campers, 

we will provide data to inform their 

future food safety and security 

programs.  

 

Outcomes 
 
Each year we look forward to sharing highlights from our Summer Learning Program 
report with not only our board stakeholders and trustees, but also our school community 
and our community as a whole. Each year we are pleased to welcome community 
partners and families to our schools to visit our programs in action. Although this has 
looked somewhat different the last two years, we once again were able to invite our 
trustees, families and community partners into our Summer Learning Program and see it 
in action.  
 
We have found that the lessons learned have assisted us in extrapolating best practices 
identified in the program and using them to plan professional learning for our staff. This 
year we focused on examining how the following can inform our practice and support our 
focus on building tomorrow together.  
 

• How does the current research around the Science of Reading impact the 
achievement of young readers and teaching practice?  

• How do students, educators, and parents perceive the SLP’s return to an in-
person learning environment?  

• How do we support the reading and oral language development of STEP 1 and 
2 Multilingual Learners?  

• How do we effectively teach and engage RISE learners?  

• How does Movement and Mindfulness contribute to student learning and well-
being?  
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Expanding Summer Learning Programs 
 

Maximizing Opportunities for Summer Learning Students. 
 
Over the past few years, many boards “stretched” their CODE summer learning funding to reach more students and offer more classes, 
including through the use of other funding sources. Some considerations for weighing these possibilities include: 
 

- Number of additional classes. 

- How these classes are funded and organized. 

- Other factors when deciding to offer additional classes. 

- Areas in a virtual program that may not require funding (e.g., transportation, recreation activities, food for nutrition breaks and 

student lunches, etc.)  

Indicate if you will be offering more classes (other than those funded by CODE) and how your board is funding and organizing these classes. 
 

Plan for to Extend and 
Expand Summer 
Learning Classes 
 

• The GECDSB 

has a proud 

history of 

offering a 

multitude or 

learning 

experiences 

during our 

Summer 

Learning 

program.  

• Our Camp 

Migizi program 

has a rich 

cultural 

programming 

component 

that provides 

our Indigenous 

students the 

opportunity to 

learn with and 

from other 

students, staff 

and 

community 

partners. The 

Outcomes 
 
With over 13 years of offering engaging and rich summer learning experiences for our elementary school 
students, we are amazed to continually find that there are multiple ways to innovate our programming. Although 
we experienced a great deal of success with our virtual program that we have offered for our students the past 
two years, we have used the lessons learned during this time of innovation and transferred them to our 2022 
Summer Learning Program model. We believe that we have found the ‘sweet’ spot for programming by bringing 
together a variety of students, staff and families from across Windsor-Essex together in HUBS, where each 
unique camp program was shared with each member of the HUB community. Students in Camp Wonder learned 
alongside those in Camp Discovery and Camp Lingo.  The strong sense of community that was built in just three 
weeks was felt at all sites and we look forward to building upon this model, in years to come.   
Below is a graphic that shares the wide-variety of programs offered within the GECDSB. 
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funding 

provided for 

FNMI 

programming 

provides us 

with the 

chance to offer 

over 40 SK-

Grade 3 

students and 4 

staff the 

opportunity to 

co-learn 

together.  Our 

staffing 

compliment is 

enhanced by 

the addition of 

an Educational 

Assistant and 

a FNMI 

Student 

Support 

Worker and 

member of our 

Open Minds 

team.  

• In addition, we 

are offering a 

Virtual full day 

learning 

opportunity for 

FNMI students 

who are in 

Grades 4-6. 

The virtual 

synchronous 

program will 

include not 

only a focus on 

literacy and 

numeracy but 

will also 

engage in 

cultural 

Partnership with United Way 
In addition to our programs funded through the generous CODE partnership, we also had the opportunity to 
collaborate with the United Way.  This year, we were very fortunate to once again receive the support of United 
Way and their community partners. Hot, nutritious lunches were delivered to our SLP students, daily.  
 
Below, is a picture that highlights the excellent partnership that we have continued to foster with United 
Way and their partners.  

 
Camp Migizi  
Our Camp Migizi program continues to be a highlight within our Summer Learning Program, as it provides an 
opportunity to bring together our Indigenous students from across Windsor-Essex, who learn with and from the 
other students and staff.  
 
A significant component of the program is the outstanding partnerships with our community partners who engage 
students in rich cultural programming. Our students came together on the last day for a celebration of learning. A 
partnership with the Can-Am Friendship Centre provided families with the opportunity to be provided with a lunch 
for each member of the family.  

 
Below, is a link to one of our weekly Camp Migizi newsletters. This newsletter highlights the significant impact 
that community partnerships had on our Camp Migizi program.  
Camp Migizi Week 2 Sway Link 
 
 

https://sway.office.com/J5dN5xZHCwQeucbE?ref=email
https://sway.office.com/J5dN5xZHCwQeucbE?ref=email
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programming 

and STEAM 

activities with 

our community 

partners.  

• Our Camp 

Merveille 

program is 

funded by FSL 

programming 

dollars from 

the Ministry of 

Education and 

focuses on 

providing rich 

learning 

opportunities 

for students to 

engage in 

French 

language 

instruction, 

communication 

and cultural 

programming. 

We have 

expanded our 

Camp 

Merveille 

program this 

year and 

added three 

additional sites 

for students in 

SK-Grade 3.  

• Our Camp 

Discovery 

program is a 

partnership 

with our 

Special 

Education 

department 

and is funded 

Camp Merveille 
This year, we built upon the success of our Virtual programming and added three additional Camp Merveille 
sites. We also expanded our program significantly, which allowed students from across Windsor Essex from SK-
Grade 3, the opportunity to attend Camp Merveille.  This has had a significant impact on Camp Merveille, as our 
students who attend our French Immersion programs are from all areas of Windsor-Essex. All of our Camp 
Merveille programs focused on enhancing their French literacy skills and in particular their oral communication 
skills. Additional opportunities were interwoven into the program to engage in cultural exploration. Our community 
partners who offered many of our Science programs delivered the program in French for our students and our 
artists were also were bilingual.  
 

Below, is an example of one of our Social Media stories that highlighted our Camp Merveille program.  
 

 
Camp Discovery  
Our Camp Discovery program was founded during the 2020-2021 camp. Working in partnership with our Special 
Education Department, we offered Camp Discovery to multiple students across the GECDSB. A specific focus on 
literacy and numeracy was a key component of this program for students who were in Grades 3-6, during the 
2021-2022 school year. 
Below, is an example of one of our SLP newsletter stories that highlighted our Camp Discovery program 
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through their 

funding 

partnerships. 

This program 

is focused on 

students in 

Grades 3-6, 

who are 

identified 

through the 

IPRC process. 

 
Camp Lingo  
Meeting the needs of all of our learners, is one of the keys focuses of our Summer Learning Program. This year, 
we offered programming specific to our MLL (multilanguage learner) students who were in Grade 4-6. This Camp 
was focused on literacy and numeracy and was aimed at support students who were at Step 1-2 and ELD 
learners.  
Below, is an example of one of our SLP newsletter stories that highlighted our Camp Lingo program. 

 
Camp Mkeka and Camp Nia 
This year, the Greater Essex County District School Board introduced a new Summer Learning Program camp 
for both elementary and secondary students. This two-week program was created to build confidence and 
feelings of empowerment in Black students, as well as support literacy and math instruction. The program was 
made up of two camps including, Camp Mkeka for grades 1 – 6, and Camp Nia for grades 7-12. Students and 
staff engaged in a powerful and rich learning experience for a nine-day period. The program not only provided a 
number of outstanding opportunities for our Greater Essex County District School Board staff to support students 
but also engaged a number of community partners.  
Below is an example of the program information that was shared with our community about Camp Nia.  
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Below, you will find several tweets that provide a highlight of the wide variety of activites and experience 
that were planned for students.  
 

  
 
Please see Appendix F for additional information about the impact of Camp Mkeka and Camp Nia.  
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Comments  
Please add any comments that you feel will be helpful. 
        
 We appreciate the ongoing support from CODE and are so pleased to be able to offer this exciting and engaging program to so many of our 
students and families. We look forward to sharing our learning journey with you in the Report Back.  
 
 

 

Submitted by Supervisory Officer Responsible for the 2022 SLP: 

Name:  Dr. Clara Howitt  

Position:  Superintendent of Education  

Title:  Superintendent of Program and Professional Learning   

Email contact Information: clara.howitt@publicboard.ca  

 

Report Submitted on behalf of Dr. Howitt by:  

Name:  Laura Bates 

Position:  Early Years and New Teacher Induction Program Lead 

Email contact information: laura.bates@publicboard.ca 

 
Signed by: 
 
             
Date      Signature of Director of Education 
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2022 Summer Learning Program Board Plan and Report Back  

 
 

The Board Plan for Summer Learning 2022 
With the ongoing considerations as to how students learn, the 2022 Summer Learning Program (SLP) can again be 
organized and offered in different formats, including virtual learning and in-person/face-to-face classes.  It is understood 
that summer learning plans may vary from board to board and be individually designed to meet the needs of their more 
vulnerable students, parents, and communities.  
 
Due to these variable conditions and that, for 2022, there may be a range of face-to-face student learning classes and 
virtual SLPs, it is important for the Council of Ontario Directors of Education (CODE) to maintain a clear picture of:  
 

- the range of programs offered this summer;  
- the successes of students and teachers; 
- the challenges they face; and,  
- the solutions undertaken by boards.   

CODE has a reporting responsibility to the Ministry of Education on Summer Learning Programs and their funding; 
reviewing board SLP plans greatly assists with this reporting and with future planning.  
 
Boards are asked to complete the following template which provides important information in two categories: the first 
section (Plan) outlines the board’s summer learning plan for 2022; the second (Outcomes) reports on results achieved 
during this year’s program.  
 
Some suggested activities/strategies are included in the plan template. While these should be considered as examples only 
and are not necessarily required, please note that these suggestions have been identified in discussions with board leads 
as areas they are undertaking to support their SLP students, teachers, and parents. Board leads are encouraged to outline 
the activities/strategies that their board will be using this summer and are also asked to include a sample of a daily 
schedule/timetable with their board plan. Here is a link to a folder with an example of a timetable/schedule. We 
wanted to let site leads develop schedules that worked for their students and communities, but still met the CODE 
goals. This example highlights what this might look like in practice. Timetable for Camp 
 
Boards should submit two reports: the first part of the attached template (due June 30, 2022) will include the board 
plan(s) for summer learning; the second part (due August 31, 2022) will report on the outcomes accomplished. 
 
Please return the completed Board Plan and Report Back by email to Janette Jensen janette@ontariodirectors.ca on the 
dates specified above.  A copy must also be forwarded to the CODE Regional Lead for your board. 
 
Only one Plan/Report Back document, encompassing all regular CODE SLP programs offered, is required.    
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Board Information 
 
The statistical information requested below is to be included in the June 30, 2022 report and updated in the final board 
report submitted on August 31, 2022. 
 

Summer Learning Program Team (please indicate names) 
 

Name of Board Hamilton-Wentworth DSB 
 

Supervisory Officer 
Responsible for the 
SLP 

Bill Torrens 

SLP 
Principal/Coordinator 

Sarah Goodman 

SLP Teachers Aviva Dunsiger and Connie Sun 

 
Number of Classes 

 
Number of virtual 
learning classes 

 

Number of face-to-
face student 

learning classes 

44 

 
Allocation by Board 

 
Number of classes 
provided through 
CODE funding 

9 

Number of classes 
provided through 
Board funding 

35 

Number of classes 
offered through other 
funding (please 
specify e.g., other 
Ministry program 
funding, community 
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partnerships, etc.) 

Total number of 
classes 

44 

Breakdown of Classes: 

Grade/Division 

Program Focus 
(e.g., Literacy, 
Numeracy, 
Blended) 

Total Number of 
Classes 

Total Number of 
Students 

Total Number of Hours 
of Student Instruction 
Per Day 

Kindergarten-Grade 3 Literacy 15 251 3 hours 

Grades 4, 5, 6  Blended 20 309 3 hours 

Combined Classes K-6  
 Blended   3 hours 

Classes for English 
Language Learners Literacy 8 156 3 hours 

Classes for 
Indigenous Students Literacy 1 15 3 hours 

 
Summer Learning Program Schedule (Dates and Hours): 

 
Dates when the SLP is offered (e.g., July 5 to 23) August 8th to 26th 
 
Hours of student instruction (e.g., 9 am to 12 pm). Note: the minimum requirement is three hours daily or 
equivalent to 45 hours of instruction. 45 hours 
 
Indicate different modes of student instruction and amount of time for students on each task 
(e.g., synchronous class learning, online small group or individual instruction, parent-student-teacher 
meetings, etc.) 3 hours in-person: large group, small group, and independent learning 
 
Additional hours of instruction (if applicable: e.g., virtual visits, parent sessions, activities, etc.) 
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Planning and Preparation 

 
Preparing for the 2022 Summer Learning Program 

 
During the past year, boards have been adapting to the demands of teaching in different settings for 
student learning. Areas that boards may address during summer programs include:  
 
 

- preparing teachers for synchronous learning;  
- identifying technology needs and support staff; 
- providing additional resources for parents and students; 
- supporting students for whom virtual learning is not a possibility; 
- organizing/transitioning to face-to-face student learning; and 
- supporting students for return to in-class/school learning in September. 

  
Outline the most important considerations that your board may face when planning for your 2022 
Summer Learning Program and how you plan to address these areas.  
 
Planning and Preparation 
 
The focus of the summer learning programming is 
to support students who are historically under-
served, including Black, Indigenous, Racialized, 
Two-Spirit and LGBTQIIA+, as well as students 
from socio-economically marginalized 
communities and who are English Language 
Learners. As a result, planning and preparations 
included: 
 targeted promotion in elementary schools 

considered to be high-priority schools; 
 inviting community partners to support 

enrollment and participation the 
programming, as well as providing experiential 
learning opportunities; 

 considering how to provide the nutrition 
programming that we have provided in the 
past; 

 enabling SLP students to keep their board 
provisioned device over the summer; 

Outcomes 
 
 Reading specialists, administrators, ESL 

teachers, and educators at high-priority 
schools sent out the information about the 
camps and helped register campers prior to 
general enrollment for all learners. 

 The Bay Area Restoration Council and the RBG 
came into camps virtually and in-person to 
deliver a variety of programs around living 
things and the environment. 

 Staff connected with Lococos (a local grocery 
store) and using additional funding, we were 
able to provide healthy snacks for students 
each day. 

 While many students did not have their own 
Board-provided devices this summer, access to 
Board iPads allowed students to continue to 
use these tools this summer. They could also 
sign into their Microsoft accounts to access 
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 creating a per pupil budget for consumables to 
ensure students have the materials needed to 
participate in the programming. 

saved documents from the past school year. 
 Consumables were purchased using some 

CODE funds, which allowed instructors and 
students to use a variety of materials this 
summer to assist with programming (e.g., 
paper, markers, etc.). 

 
Student Engagement 

 
Engaging Summer Learning Students with Learning Activities 
Boards develop and implement a range of strategies to ensure successful and engaging summer programs for their 
students -- both individually, and as part of a class or small group.  
 
This year’s Summer Learning Program will again be organized to reflect the challenges facing boards during the 
pandemic. 
 
Indicate in your responses below the range/type of instruction that you are planning this summer to maximize 
student learning, engagement, participation, and attendance. 
        
Plan to Maximize Student Engagement and Attendance 
 
The current plans to engage students include: 

 connecting the full camp together at the start of 
each day, as ways to build community, increase 
attendance, and engage students and families 
in the camp experience; 

 inviting families to join in on the camp learning 
once-a-week to help increase attendance and 
engagement; 

 providing ideas to instructors around physical 
literacy and music/art connections that will also 
engage students, while developing literacy and 
math skills; 

 creating virtual field trips to use in the 
classroom with kids (e.g., to the RBG to learn 
about living things); 

 providing a range of instructional modes (1:1, 
small group, and whole group) to build 
relationships and a sense of community. 

 

Outcomes 
 
 Camps joined together for a full group meeting 

each morning. For some locations, this included a 
planned meeting time with songs, dances, and 
activities to engage learners. For other locations, 
this was a more informal meeting time with a focus 
on connecting with individual campers and allowing 
campers to connect with each other. This reduced 
stress for campers, allowed instructors to build 
stronger relationships with campers, and increased 
student engagement. 

 All locations had different family engagement 
sessions each week. Some families joined in on 
morning meeting times (e.g., 
https://twitter.com/HWDSBSummerCamp/status/1
560242246984892417?s=20&t=ooucpo4q3LT1PAKQ
qcCIEQ), while other locations created special 
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events tied with literacy and math, and invited 
families to partake (e.g., 
https://twitter.com/avivaloca/status/15603031631
18329856?s=20&t=ooucpo4q3LT1PAKQqcCIEQ). 

 Professional Development sessions prior to camp 
and during camp allowed for the sharing of some 
ideas around physical literacy and music/art 
connections to literacy and math. Sharing on 
Twitter also allowed instructors to see what other 
camps are doing (e.g., 
https://twitter.com/NaomiWEller6/status/1560676
084949327876?s=20&t=ooucpo4q3LT1PAKQqcCIEQ
) 

 Several locations connected with the Royal 
Botanical Gardens and engaged in a virtual field trip 
about insects. This helped inspire learning back in 
the classroom as well (e.g., 
https://twitter.com/HWDSBSummerCamp/status/1
559929454633390082?s=20&t=ooucpo4q3LT1PAKQ
qcCIEQ)  

 All instructors worked on providing a range of 
instructional modes to support relationship building 
and academic growth (e.g., 
https://adunsiger.com/2022/08/18/magic-or-is-it/  

Activities, Tours, and More 
This year, again, presents both challenges and opportunities to keep students motivated, engaged, and interested.  
While the usual SLP requirement for a fitness and activity program (in addition to the 45 hours of student 
instruction) may return this year, many boards are reporting exciting ways to provide integrated online learning 
activities that keep students stimulated and curious about the world around them. 
 
These online activities could include a virtual or student tour of a (preferably local) library connected to their literacy 
program, teacher-led fitness breaks for students (not a recess break), a virtual tour/YouTube video of local historical 
sites integrated into student learning activities, visuals of math manipulatives and mathematics strategies, etc.  
 
For face-to-face in-class SLPs, there may be a safe return to some of these activities within the guidelines and 
direction provided by the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health. 
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There are many more innovations boards are using to keep students engaged and learning. Share your activities, 
resources, and strategies (and add links if available) on the summer learning website via the contact page: 
https://ontariosummerlearning.org/contact-page/  
 
Boards that share SLP highlights via Twitter are encouraged to mention @OntarioSLP (the official CODE summer 
learning account) in their tweets. 
 
Plan for Keeping Students Motivated and Interested 
 
A number of HWDSB partners have been approached to 
support the SLP through experiential learning, 
including: 
 McMaster Child and Youth University (MCYU) 
 Local Art Educators videos 
 Royal Botanical Gardens 

Students in Focus on Youth programs may participate in 
the SLP programming and support students with small 
group and 1:1 learning support. 
 

Outcomes 
 
 The Royal Botanical Gardens (RBG) worked with 

many camp locations to provide experiential 
learning around insects. 

 Focus on Youth students also supported students in 
small groups and 1:1 at each location. 

 
Parent Engagement 

 
Summer learning offers unique opportunities to connect parents with schools, teachers, and their child’s education. 
This is especially true in a virtual environment, where parental involvement in learning at home can increase 
opportunities for student success. 
  
This year, SLP teachers and administrators will likely use a range of online tools and techniques to connect with 
parents.  Below are some examples of parental outreach techniques boards have found to be effective:  
 

- Individual online or in person teacher-parent discussions.  
- Prepared video update for parents.  
- Predetermined time for parents to contact and meet teachers. 
- Teacher-parent emails. 
- Use of the board/school website or social media accounts. 
- Parent questionnaires and written questions from parents. 
- Recorded or in-person parent interviews. 
- Regular mail and student reports. 

Explain how you plan to support and involve parents in your board’s Summer Learning Program, and how these 
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strategies will be used to encourage greater parent engagement during the school year. 
 
Plan for Parent Engagement 
 
The current planning for parent engagement includes: 
 
 using social media (Twitter especially) to share 

activities, learning, engagement, and opportunities 
with parents in real-time;  

 providing home learning suggestions from the camp 
instructors, as well as general ones shared through 
newsletters and/or social media (tweets); 

 inviting parents to join campers in their classrooms 
each week to speak with educators, observe 
learning in action, and learn some new ideas for 
home; 

 having guest speakers to connect with parents (e.g., 
Board personnel to share some reading strategies 
or support of a particular program, etc.); 

 sharing of student learning goals, criteria of success 
and indicators of achievement and progress 
through conversations, observation, and review of 
student work/performance; 

 using, for ELL camp students, translated documents 
to support access to virtual tools will be utilized.  
Interpreters will be used to aid in communicating 
with parents. 

Outcome 
 
 Twitter was used to help engage parents around 

learning at the camp. Many would look at the 
tweets shared through our summer camp Twitter 
account, which spanned all five sites - 
https://twitter.com/HWDSBSummerCamp  

 Camp instructors shared home learning suggestions 
through conversations with parents as well as some 
emails. We also included some suggestions through 
the tweets shared on our summer camp Twitter 
account - 
https://twitter.com/HWDSBSummerCamp.  

 Parents were invited to join in on the learning at 
camp. This allowed them to see activities in action, 
talk with instructors, and find out some different 
ways to incorporate literacy and math into different 
learning opportunities (e.g, 
https://twitter.com/MissTFilice/status/1560300314
191962115?s=20&t=ooucpo4q3LT1PAKQqcCIEQ) 

 Summer camp principals connected with parents 
informally to find out what they might want to 
learn more about, and then tried to find resources 
and people in the Board that could support this 
learning (e.g., reading specialists). 

 Instructors connected with students regularly, with 
a focus on learning goals and success criteria, to 
help support learning. Observations and 
conversations, in addition to work products, made 
their way into assessment at summer camp (e.g., 
https://twitter.com/avivaloca/status/15606598811
86963457?s=20&t=ooucpo4q3LT1PAKQqcCIEQ) 

 We offered first-language communications to 
families and students who needed cultural 
interpreters during the registration phase, as well 
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as throughout programming days. There were 13 
different languages made available for families.  

 Multilingual virtual learning materials were also 
made available through the HWDSB virtual library. 
Also, levelled digital readers were utilized to 
support students’ language development, in 
particular, the development of oral language.  

 
Connecting Summer Learning to Regular School Programs 

 
One distinct benefit that has emerged from the Summer Learning Program is the ability to assist 
September teachers in being better prepared to program for more vulnerable students when they enter 
their classrooms in the fall.  The more receiving teachers know about summer learning students and their 
progress over the summer, the more opportunities these students will have for a successful September 
start.  
  
Plan for Connecting Summer Learning to Regular 
School Programs 
 
The current planning includes: 

 Using HWDSB assessment tools  
 Ministry STEP Tool 
 HWDSB ELL Milestones Document 

 

Outcomes 
 
 We used the HWDSB assessment tools, the 

CORE assessment, the Ministry STEP Tool, and 
the Milestones Document to help with 
assessment, and to allow us to gather 
information that could be shared with schools 
to extend learning into the new school year. 

 
Helping Students Return to School 

 
For many students and parents, the 2021-22 school year presented significant challenges for student 
learning, engagement, social connections, and focus. The 2022 Summer Learning Program presents a 
unique opportunity to a) help students prepare for their return to regular school, and b) assist parents in 
supporting their children for the September return.  
 
A focus for this year’s SLP is to not only bridge the gaps in learning created by the current health crisis, but 
to also prepare students for a return to school in September. Some initiatives that may help include: 
  

- Community and/or board social worker support for students and parents. 
- Partnerships with local mental health agencies and community resources. 
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- Organized sessions for parents on how to help their son or daughter in September. 
- Providing and/or developing resources to support teachers and parents.  
- Establishing a section on board websites. 
- Online discussions between summer learning teachers and receiving teachers and mental health 

support professionals. 
- Individual counseling and support for summer learning students and parents. 
- Professional learning for teachers to better identify and support students at risk. 

Outline some of the strategies and activities that you plan to include in your 2022 Summer Learning 
Program with the aim of assisting parents and students with the return to school in September. 
Plan for SLP Helping Students Return to School 
 
Current plans to help students return to school 
include: 
 providing a positive, asset-focused report to 

each student to build a sense of efficacy; 
 reporting back to schools on students’ 

progress; 
 connecting families with community supports, 

as appropriate. 

Outcomes 
 
 While we do not have a formal report for each 

child, instructors are working in different ways 
with students to provide this asset-based 
feedback and help students understand and 
advocate for what they need. 

 We are collecting data through the CORE 
assessment, which can be shared with 
students to help with planning for next year. 

 Throughout the summer, the site leads and 
administrators have been connecting families 
with community support as needed. Forming 
strong relationships with families has helped 
with this. 

 
Communicating the Effectiveness of Summer Learning Programs 

 
As summer programs expand and diversify, there is greater interest in SLPs among parents, board staff, 
and trustees. This interest has been amplified through the use of virtual learning programs. 
 
Boards are still required to report to their Board of Trustees on their 2022 program, noting highlights, 
effectiveness, and areas for future consideration. However, boards do not have to submit a copy to CODE 
of their 2022 Report or Presentation to Trustees. 
 
Explain how you plan to communicate the success(es) and effectiveness of your Summer Learning Program 
to parents, teachers, principals, the board of trustees, and community stakeholders/partners.  
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Plan to Communicate Effectiveness of the 2022  SLP 
 
The current plan to communicate the effectiveness 
of the SLP includes: 
 using social media platforms (Twitter 

especially) to share experiences, learning, and 
reflections with trustees; 

 inviting trustees to visit some Camp Power 
classrooms during the program (whether 
visiting in-person or virtually); 

 sharing the Board report with HWDSB 
Executive Council, Trustees in September; 

 having HWDSB Communications and 
Community Engagement showcase the 
programming. 

 

Outcomes 
 
 We have an active Twitter account, which has 

allowed all sites to share learning throughout 
the summer. This can be shared with trustees 
to see and understand the learning at camp: 
https://twitter.com/HWDSBSummerCamp  

 While this formal trustee visit did not happen 
this year, trustees have been reading and 
responding to our tweets, which has allowed 
for informal visits throughout the summer. 

 This Board report will be shared with trustees 
in September. 

 HWDSB Communications and Community 
Engagement have been reading and 
retweeting our tweets throughout the 
summer, which has allowed them to share this 
summer learning through the Board 
account(s). 

 
Expanding Summer Learning Programs 

 
Maximizing Opportunities for Summer Learning Students. 
 
Over the past few years, many boards “stretched” their CODE summer learning funding to reach more 
students and offer more classes, including through the use of other funding sources. Some considerations 
for weighing these possibilities include: 
 

- Number of additional classes. 
- How these classes are funded and organized. 
- Other factors when deciding to offer additional classes. 
- Areas in a virtual program that may not require funding (e.g., transportation, recreation activities, 

food for nutrition breaks and student lunches, etc.)  

Indicate if you will be offering more classes (other than those funded by CODE) and how your board is 
funding and organizing these classes. 
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Plan to Extend and Expand Summer Learning 
Classes 
 

Outcomes 

Comments  
Please add any comments that you feel will be helpful. 
        
A summer learning program for English Language Learners is being offered outside of the CODE funding, 
as are additional classes to the 9 classes serving students from kindergarten to grade six. These classes 
will be funded from Tutoring Support funds. 

 
 

Submitted by Supervisory Officer Responsible for the 2022 SLP: 

Name:  Bill Torrens 

Position:  Superintendent of Student Achievement-Program 

Title: Superintendent of Student Achievement-Program 

Email contact Information:  btorrens@hwdsb.on.ca  

 
Signed by: 

August 26, 2022     
             
Date      Signature of Director of Education 
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2022 Summer Learning Program Board Plan and Report Back  

 
 

The Board Plan for Summer Learning 2022 
With the ongoing considerations as to how students learn, the 2022 Summer Learning Program (SLP) can again be 
organized and offered in different formats, including virtual learning and in-person/face-to-face classes.  It is understood 
that summer learning plans may vary from board to board and be individually designed to meet the needs of their more 
vulnerable students, parents, and communities.  
 
Due to these variable conditions and that, for 2022, there may be a range of face-to-face student learning classes and 
virtual SLPs, it is important for the Council of Ontario Directors of Education (CODE) to maintain a clear picture of:  
 

- the range of programs offered this summer;  

- the successes of students and teachers; 

- the challenges they face; and,  

- the solutions undertaken by boards.   

CODE has a reporting responsibility to the Ministry of Education on Summer Learning Programs and their funding; 
reviewing board SLP plans greatly assists with this reporting and with future planning.  
 
Boards are asked to complete the following template which provides important information in two categories: the first 
section (Plan) outlines the board’s summer learning plan for 2022; the second (Outcomes) reports on results achieved 
during this year’s program.  
 
Some suggested activities/strategies are included in the plan template. While these should be considered as examples only 
and are not necessarily required, please note that these suggestions have been identified in discussions with board leads 
as areas they are undertaking to support their SLP students, teachers, and parents. Board leads are encouraged to outline 
the activities/strategies that their board will be using this summer and are also asked to include a sample of a daily 
schedule/timetable with their board plan. 
 
Boards should submit two reports: the first part of the attached template (due June 30, 2022) will include the board 
plan(s) for summer learning; the second part (due August 31, 2022) will report on the outcomes accomplished. 
 
Please return the completed Board Plan and Report Back by email to Janette Jensen janette@ontariodirectors.ca on the 
dates specified above.  A copy must also be forwarded to the CODE Regional Lead for your board. 
 
Only one Plan/Report Back document, encompassing all regular CODE SLP programs offered, is required.    
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Board Information 
 
The statistical information requested below is to be included in the June 30, 2022 report and updated in the final board 
report submitted on August 31, 2022. 
 

Summer Learning Program Team (please indicate names) 
 

Name of Board Near North District School Board 
 

Supervisory Officer 
Responsible for the 
SLP 

Melanie Gray 

SLP 
Principal/Coordinator 

Jamey Byers 

SLP Teachers Kesley Godbout, Nathan McLean, Rhondi Synott, Tori Johnstone, Arron Arbiter, 
Olivia Hall, Liz McArton, and Elizabeth Teft, numerous instructors 

 
Number of Classes 

 

Number of virtual 
learning classes 

 

Number of face-to-
face student 

learning classes 

4 

 
Allocation by Board 

 
Number of classes 
provided through 
CODE funding 

4 

Number of classes 
provided through 
Board funding 

 

Number of classes 
offered through other 
funding (please 
specify e.g., other 
Ministry program 
funding, community 
partnerships, etc.) 
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Total number of 
classes 

4 

Breakdown of Classes: 

Grade/Division 

Program Focus 
(e.g., Literacy, 
Numeracy, 
Blended) 

Total Number of 
Classes 

Total Number of 
Students 

Total Number of Hours 
of Student Instruction 
Per Day 

Kindergarten-Grade 4 Blended 4 86 3 

Grades 4, 5, 6      

Combined Classes K-6  
 

    

Classes for English 
Language Learners 

    

Classes for 
Indigenous Students 

    

 
Summer Learning Program Schedule (Dates and Hours): 

 

Dates when the SLP is offered (e.g., July 5 to 23) July 4-22, 2022 
 

Hours of student instruction (e.g., 9 am to 12 pm). Note: the minimum requirement is three hours daily or 
equivalent to 45 hours of instruction. 3 hours 
 
Indicate different modes of student instruction and amount of time for students on each task 
(e.g., synchronous class learning, online small group or individual instruction, parent-student-teacher 
meetings, etc.) in-person learning 
 

Additional hours of instruction (if applicable: e.g., virtual visits, parent sessions, activities, etc.) Additional 
learning opportunities scheduled each week to support daily 3 hours of instruction. 
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Planning and Preparation 
 

Preparing for the 2022 Summer Learning Program 
 
During the past year, boards have been adapting to the demands of teaching in different settings for 
student learning. Areas that boards may address during summer programs include:  
 
 

- preparing teachers for synchronous learning;  
- identifying technology needs and support staff; 
- providing additional resources for parents and students; 
- supporting students for whom virtual learning is not a possibility; 
- organizing/transitioning to face-to-face student learning; and 
- supporting students for return to in-class/school learning in September. 

  
Outline the most important considerations that your board may face when planning for your 2022 
Summer Learning Program and how you plan to address these areas.  
 

Planning and Preparation 

• Programming to support the well-

being and academic needs of the 

children given the past and current 

pandemic context. 

• Ensure technology and connectivity 

are not a barrier for students to 

access the learning or staff to deliver 

programming. 

• With short timeframe, build staff 

capacity and support in the 

preparation and implementation of 

programming. 

• Determining starting points for each 

student and effectively collecting 

student performance data for 

monitoring and evaluation of growth 

purposes. 

 

Outcomes 
 
Our Summer Learning Program continued following the 

Near North District School Board’s Multi-Year Strategic 

Plan by looking into our priorities of Excellence in 

Teaching & Learning, Innovation, Relationships and 

Communication.  This aligns nicely with the expectations 

of CODE’s SLP requirements by providing programming 

and well-being needs for students who were identified by 

school staff that are in need of literacy or mathematics 

support over the summer months and aids in their 

pandemic recovery.  

 

Staff, (teachers, instructors, EAs, coordinators) 

participated in five one-hour virtual planning and training 

sessions delivered by school board programming experts 

specializing in literacy, numeracy and the organizational 

structure of the camp. The training reviewed tools and 

processes established in NNDSB, such as our Math 

interviews and key questions, Core Phonics and Heggerty 

assessments.  Staff were provided materials for further 

review and professional learning/growth.  Staff were also 
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invited to ask for any questions that needed clarification 

during these planning and training sessions. 

 

The tools discussed in the sessions enabled educators to 

assess student needs and plan for appropriate instruction 

and interventions.  

 

One instructor indicated they intend to use these tools in 

their classrooms next year. At the same time, another 

reflected on how she learned could be applied in an ELK 

classroom to strengthen student autonomy and showcase 

student learning. We value this response as this is an 

indicator of the effects of our Summer Learning Programs 

in a positive manner on capacity building for our teaching 

and learning which builds on our system priorities. 

 

 

 

 

Student Engagement 
 

Engaging Summer Learning Students with Learning Activities 
Boards develop and implement a range of strategies to ensure successful and engaging summer programs 
for their students -- both individually, and as part of a class or small group.  
 
This year’s Summer Learning Program will again be organized to reflect the challenges facing boards during 
the pandemic. 
 
Indicate in your responses below the range/type of instruction that you are planning this summer to 
maximize student learning, engagement, participation, and attendance. 
        

Plan to Maximize Student Engagement and 
Attendance 

• Programming will promote the 

development of reading, writing and 

math skills, through engaging online 

learning activities, games and social 

experiences. 

Outcomes 
 
There was a wide range of reading abilities in the SLP 

program. In literacy, the emphasis was on providing 

structured literacy in 1:1 settings and strengthening and 

building phonological awareness through Heggerty and 

Core Phonics resources.  
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• Programming will respond to the 

interests and abilities of students, 

enabling authentic exploration and 

learning through science, technology, 

engineering, arts and math... or 

“STEAM.” 

• Every student will participate in whole 

class, small group and individual 

conferences with their instructors. 

• Peer interaction and collaboration will 

be a priority as students’ need for 

social interaction has been identified 

as an essential component in program 

delivery. 

 

To better support students, teachers administered either a 

pre-camp Heggerty assessment or Core Phonics 

assessment to guide and tailor instruction to meet the 

student's individual needs.  

 

Towards the end of the program, educators administered a 

post-camp evaluation to determine any gains made and 

communicate with parents and students' future teachers.  

 

The staff developed games and activities based on areas of 

need, such as vowel sound review, board games focused 

on phonemic awareness, patterning with beads and dice 

games and "Make 10s".  This was also done by the use of 

BeeBots, enhancing STEM education skills. 

 

The staff would participate in the activities with the 

students in small group settings where one-on-one 

counting, letter sound identification and instructions were 

clearly articulated to each child in a fun and non-

threatening way. The students felt safe and willing to take 

risks with their responses and go deeper into their learning 

of specific tasks.  

 
One student told an educator, "I wish camp were longer in 

the summer! I am going to miss coming here."  

 
 
Sample of Typical Daily Schedule 
 

Date/Time Daily “Routine” 

*Changes with virtual meetings/in person visits, etc.  

9:00-9:15 

Entry  

Soft Start 

SLP & REEL 

(Books, colouring, playdough, etc. center format)  

EAs: meet & great students at the door, transition in  

Staff A: support during centers  

Staff B & C: attendance, discussion with parents, phone 

calls, if needed. 

9:15-9:30 

Literacy 

Group Read Aloud  

SLP & REEL 

REEL 
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9:30-9:45 

Literacy 

Heggerty 

SLP 

REEL 

9:45-10:15 

Literacy 

 

Literacy Games  

SLP 

 EAs- targeted literacy small groups  

REEL 

EA= please prepare snack @10:00 

10:15-10:45 

Snack/Break 

10-15 mins snack indoors/outdoors & 

20-25 mins body break/play outside  

SLP & REEL 

10:45-12:00 

Math 

Math Centers  

SLP 

 
 

Activities, Tours, and More 
This year, again, presents both challenges and opportunities to keep students motivated, engaged, and 
interested.  While the usual SLP requirement for a fitness and activity program (in addition to the 45 hours 
of student instruction) may return this year, many boards are reporting exciting ways to provide integrated 
online learning activities that keep students stimulated and curious about the world around them. 
 
These online activities could include a virtual or student tour of a (preferably local) library connected to 
their literacy program, teacher-led fitness breaks for students (not a recess break), a virtual tour/YouTube 
video of local historical sites integrated into student learning activities, visuals of math manipulatives and 
mathematics strategies, etc.  
 
For face-to-face in-class SLPs, there may be a safe return to some of these activities within the guidelines 
and direction provided by the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health. 
 
There are many more innovations boards are using to keep students engaged and learning. Share your 
activities, resources, and strategies (and add links if available) on the summer learning website via the 
contact page: https://ontariosummerlearning.org/contact-page/  
 
Boards that share SLP highlights via Twitter are encouraged to mention @OntarioSLP (the official CODE 
summer learning account) in their tweets. 
 

Plan for Keeping Students Motivated and 
Interested 

• The NNDSB is entering into a 

partnership with Science North to 

provide multiple and varied programs 

over the three weeks to each of the 

classes in the SLP. 

Outcomes 
 
The students participated in various unique opportunities, 

including in-person visits with local representatives from 

the community Friendship Center to learn about 

Indigenous teachings and traditions. Through community 

partnerships, staff and students feel a sense of belonging 

and that all community members are represented and 

https://ontariosummerlearning.org/contact-page/
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• Each section will bring in additional 

“guest speakers” or “experts” to 

present and engage with the students.   

 

welcome in their schools. Educators used various inclusive 

literacy materials to showcase diverse communities during 

read-aloud and prompt essential discussions.  

 
Sample of Friendship Centre Visit 
 

 
 

The SLP also worked with Science North on providing 

virtual visits and instruction on coding and Ask a Scientist 

session. The students had 3, 1-hour synchronous sessions 

with a presenter where they participated in age-

appropriate activities designed for children familiar with 

the environment and landscape of Northern Ontario.  They 

also provided synchronous coding sessions with the use of 

technology, students utilized iPads, and Macbooks at sites. 
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Parent Engagement 
 

Summer learning offers unique opportunities to connect parents with schools, teachers, and their child’s 
education. This is especially true in a virtual environment, where parental involvement in learning at home 
can increase opportunities for student success. 
  
This year, SLP teachers and administrators will likely use a range of online tools and techniques to connect 
with parents.  Below are some examples of parental outreach techniques boards have found to be 
effective:  
 

- Individual online or in person teacher-parent discussions.  

- Prepared video update for parents.  

- Predetermined time for parents to contact and meet teachers. 

- Teacher-parent emails. 

- Use of the board/school website or social media accounts. 

- Parent questionnaires and written questions from parents. 

- Recorded or in-person parent interviews. 

- Regular mail and student reports. 

Explain how you plan to support and involve parents in your board’s Summer Learning Program, and how 
these strategies will be used to encourage greater parent engagement during the school year. 
 

Plan for Parent Engagement 

• SLP is an opportunity for staff to 

interact with families both more 

frequently and in greater depth.  This 

will include: 

o Personal welcome calls to 

each family. 

o Daily sharing and celebrating 

of learning activities.  

o Multiple connections with 

parents/guardians each week 

sharing student progress and 

participation. 

o Sharing of student 

achievement and suggestions 

for next learning steps - both 

Outcome 
 
Building relationships with parents was a focus, and 

ongoing communication with parents was valued and 

occurred regularly throughout the program.  

 

For instance, before the start of the program, staff 

reached out via phone and email to learn about specific 

student needs and to deliver initial information. 

 

Staff and Coordinators used a variety of forms of 

communication with parents to engage students. Home 

schools initially sent out invitations and made direct 

phone calls to families they felt would benefit from the 

SLP; parents could then register online. In some cases, 

parents couldn't use the online platform, so a teaching 

staff registered the children on behalf of the parent. 
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at home and when schools 

resume in September. 

 

 

Throughout the program, teachers communicated in 

person and via email to parents on important information 

such as upcoming events. In addition, many families were 

given an information package). 

 
The instructors created many opportunities to engage 
with families starting before the first day of camp. Initial 
phone calls to parents started a friendly dialogue and 
created the space for open communication with each 
family.  
 
The instructors then sent out weekly informative notes, 
which also acted as invitations to attend a picnic or 
breakfast each Friday at each location.  
 
Families were welcomed into the learning space with 
their child(ren) for a tour and an opportunity to see 
students writing pieces and play math games. They were 
also offered fresh, healthy snacks and beverages that the 
children helped prepare and set up.  
 
Sample Welcome Newsletter 
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Connecting Summer Learning to Regular School Programs 

 

One distinct benefit that has emerged from the Summer Learning Program is the ability to assist September 
teachers in being better prepared to program for more vulnerable students when they enter their classrooms in 
the fall.  The more receiving teachers know about summer learning students and their progress over the summer, 
the more opportunities these students will have for a successful September start.  
  

Plan for Connecting Summer Learning 
to Regular School Programs 

• Summer Learning Program 

assessments will mirror school 

assessments ensuring effective 

transfer and analysis of student 

performance to receiving staff 

in September. 

• This reporting will include 

specific knowledge and skill 

acquisition; work habits and 

skills and any information 

related to the student’s well-

being and ability to navigate 

the learning contexts presented 

in the Summer Learning 

Program. 

 

Outcomes 
 
Literacy assessments using CORE Phonics were performed twice, pre 

and post SLP camp.  We saw many students who progressed over the 

time getting focused instruction.  

 
CORE Phonics Assessment Collection Sample 
 

 
 
 
Students also were given our Math key interview questions that were 
grade-based and developed by our NNDSB math coordinators and used 
throughout our school board.  This provided continued ability to 
connect our summer learning with our regular school programming. 
 
Sample Math Interview Data 
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Sample Report of Progress (Two Stars and a wish) 
 

 
 
 

Helping Students Return to School 
 

For many students and parents, the 2021-22 school year presented significant challenges for student learning, 
engagement, social connections, and focus. The 2022 Summer Learning Program presents a unique opportunity to 
a) help students prepare for their return to regular school, and b) assist parents in supporting their children for 
the September return.  
 
A focus for this year’s SLP is to not only bridge the gaps in learning created by the current health crisis, but to also 
prepare students for a return to school in September. Some initiatives that may help include: 
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- Community and/or board social worker support for students and parents. 

- Partnerships with local mental health agencies and community resources. 

- Organized sessions for parents on how to help their son or daughter in September. 

- Providing and/or developing resources to support teachers and parents.  

- Establishing a section on board websites. 

- Online discussions between summer learning teachers and receiving teachers and mental health support 

professionals. 

- Individual counseling and support for summer learning students and parents. 

- Professional learning for teachers to better identify and support students at risk. 

Outline some of the strategies and activities that you plan to include in your 2022 Summer Learning Program with 
the aim of assisting parents and students with the return to school in September. 

Plan for SLP Helping Students 
Return to School 

• Connection between 

Summer Learning staff 

and receiving 

educators in 

September. 

• Communication 

between home and 

school. 

• Identification of 

supports individual 

children will need to be 

healthy and 

academically and 

socially successful in 

the school setting.   

 

Outcomes 
 
Our coordinators plan on reaching out to our SLP camp attendee individual 

school DLRT’s (Differentiated Learning Resource Teachers) to relay the results of 

the summer camp both academically and socially.  This will dovetail our NNDSB 

efforts to having school-based return to school programs for our students 

identified as needing that support. 

 

Staff prepared Learning Stories for each student that provided specific goals to 

practice for the duration of the summer. For example, “Jacob would benefit 

from practicing his 5 times tables in preparation for grade 3.”  

 

Sample Learning Story 
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Each child was also given a gift that included a special backpack containing 

playing cards, rulers, dice and a variety of educational games to play at home. 

The games have been mastered at camp, putting the children in the role of 

‘teacher’ when they bring them home and play with family members and 

friends. This engagement increases self-confidence and the children take agency 

of their own learning. 

 

To support student well-being, we were fortunate to have a social work student 

looking to complete hours for her degree offered to come in person and hold 

small group activities that focus on wellness. She introduced games and 

activities in a non-threatening environment to help the students become more 

aware of how their emotions and well-being affect their learning and everyday 

interactions.  This worked in tandem with our mental health offerings over the 

summer throughout the NNDSB. 
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Communicating the Effectiveness of Summer Learning Programs 

 
As summer programs expand and diversify, there is greater interest in SLPs among parents, board staff, and 
trustees. This interest has been amplified through the use of virtual learning programs. 
 
Boards are still required to report to their Board of Trustees on their 2022 program, noting highlights, 
effectiveness, and areas for future consideration. However, boards do not have to submit a copy to CODE of 
their 2022 Report or Presentation to Trustees. 
 
Explain how you plan to communicate the success(es) and effectiveness of your Summer Learning Program to 
parents, teachers, principals, the board of trustees, and community stakeholders/partners.  
 

Plan to Communicate Effectiveness of the 
2022  SLP 

• Use of Board communication and 

celebration vehicles to share the 

2022 Summer Learning Program 

experience. 

• Report and Presentation to Trustees 

in October/November Board 

meeting. 

 

Outcomes 
 
We were fortunate to have our parents involved in a variety of 
end of program (camp) activities in order to celebrate the success 
that students had, for example, parents were given a Learning 
Story of their child, or sample viewing of their child’s work 
throughout the camp. 
 
Our NNDSB communications team also made appearances at our 
camp sites, in particular to create a media release that gave a 
highlight to our work in the summer, also to show our partnership 
with Nipissing University’s Education Books for Brook Program as 
they donated books for our SLP students to take home to 
encourage literacy and reading practice.  Link to media release: 
https://www.nearnorthschools.ca/blog/nndsb-summer-learning-
programs-boost-skills-in-a-fun-and-supportive-
environment/33321/ 
 
We also shared images via Twitter of aspects of the SLP from 
guests, to outdoor play.  These were shared with the 
@SLPOntario account on Twitter. 
 
The SLP coordinators created a SWAY that will be shared to our 
Trustees at a future date, via a regular board meeting along with a 
report, highlighting the summer learning. 
 
Sample staff quotes from the experience working in the SLP 2022: 

 

https://www.nearnorthschools.ca/blog/nndsb-summer-learning-programs-boost-skills-in-a-fun-and-supportive-environment/33321/
https://www.nearnorthschools.ca/blog/nndsb-summer-learning-programs-boost-skills-in-a-fun-and-supportive-environment/33321/
https://www.nearnorthschools.ca/blog/nndsb-summer-learning-programs-boost-skills-in-a-fun-and-supportive-environment/33321/
https://twitter.com/OntarioSLP
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-“When I go back in the fall I am going to take some of the things that I 
learned here. The growth on my part has been helpful in teaching me to 
slow down and listen to the kids.” 
 
-“the kids like the one-on-one attention, they are usually not the kids that 
get to put their hands up (in a regular classroom). At camp they get to be 
the one who knows the answer.” 

 

 

Expanding Summer Learning Programs 

 
Maximizing Opportunities for Summer Learning Students. 
 
Over the past few years, many boards “stretched” their CODE summer learning funding to reach more students 
and offer more classes, including through the use of other funding sources. Some considerations for weighing 
these possibilities include: 
 

- Number of additional classes. 

- How these classes are funded and organized. 

- Other factors when deciding to offer additional classes. 

- Areas in a virtual program that may not require funding (e.g., transportation, recreation activities, food for 

nutrition breaks and student lunches, etc.)  

Indicate if you will be offering more classes (other than those funded by CODE) and how your board is funding and 
organizing these classes. 
 

Plan to Extend and Expand Summer Learning 
Classes 

• No additional classes in 2022. 

 

Outcomes 
 
The program team will review and examine this in more depth 
over the fall and school year, this program could be expanded 
based on the demand we receive from the advertising and 
communication of the SLP.   

Comments  
Please add any comments that you feel will be helpful. 
        

 
 

Submitted by Supervisory Officer Responsible for the 2022 SLP: 

Name:  _______Melanie Gray____________________________________________________ 
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Position:  __________________Supervisory Officer_______________________________________ 

Title:  ___________ Superintendent, Teaching and Learning _________________________________________________ 

Email contact Information:  _____melanie.gray@nearnorthschools.ca_____________________________________ 

 
Signed by: 
 
             
Date      Signature of Director of Education 

 

 

September 16, 2022 
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2022 Summer Learning Program Board Plan and Report Back  

 
 

The Board Plan for Summer Learning 2022 
With the ongoing considerations as to how students learn, the 2022 Summer Learning Program (SLP) can again be 
organized and offered in different formats, including virtual learning and in-person/face-to-face classes.  It is understood 
that summer learning plans may vary from board to board and be individually designed to meet the needs of their more 
vulnerable students, parents, and communities.  
 
Due to these variable conditions and that, for 2022, there may be a range of face-to-face student learning classes and 
virtual SLPs, it is important for the Council of Ontario Directors of Education (CODE) to maintain a clear picture of:  
 

- the range of programs offered this summer;  

- the successes of students and teachers; 

- the challenges they face; and,  

- the solutions undertaken by boards.   

CODE has a reporting responsibility to the Ministry of Education on Summer Learning Programs and their funding; 
reviewing board SLP plans greatly assists with this reporting and with future planning.  
 
Boards are asked to complete the following template which provides important information in two categories: the first 
section (Plan) outlines the board’s summer learning plan for 2022; the second (Outcomes) reports on results achieved 
during this year’s program.  
 
Some suggested activities/strategies are included in the plan template. While these should be considered as examples only 
and are not necessarily required, please note that these suggestions have been identified in discussions with board leads 
as areas they are undertaking to support their SLP students, teachers, and parents. Board leads are encouraged to outline 
the activities/strategies that their board will be using this summer and are also asked to include a sample of a daily 
schedule/timetable with their board plan. 
 
Boards should submit two reports: the first part of the attached template (due June 30, 2022) will include the board 
plan(s) for summer learning; the second part (due August 31, 2022) will report on the outcomes accomplished. 
 
Please return the completed Board Plan and Report Back by email to Janette Jensen janette@ontariodirectors.ca on the 
dates specified above.  A copy must also be forwarded to the CODE Regional Lead for your board. 
 
Only one Plan/Report Back document, encompassing all regular CODE SLP programs offered, is required.    
 
 
 
Board Information 
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The statistical information requested below is to be included in the June 30, 2022 report and updated in the final board 
report submitted on August 31, 2022. 
 

Summer Learning Program Team (please indicate names) 
 

Name of Board Niagara Catholic District School Board 
 

Supervisory Officer 
Responsible for the 
SLP 

Kim Kinney 
Superintendent of Program and Innovation  

SLP 
Principal/Coordinator 

Pat Mete 
Coordinator of Student Success 

SLP Teachers  

 
Number of Classes 

 
Number of virtual 
learning classes 

11 virtual classes              

Number of face-to-
face student learning 

classes 

42 face to face classes       

 
Allocation by Board 

 

Number of classes 
provided through 
CODE funding 

4 classes  
 

Number of classes 
provided through 
Board funding 

49 classes   (38 face-to-face, 11 virtual)                   

Number of classes 
offered through other 
funding (please 
specify e.g., other 
Ministry program 
funding, community 
partnerships, etc.) 

10 tutors hired to support the majority of classes through tutoring support fund.   

Total number of 
classes 

53 total classes  (42 face to face and 11 virtual) 
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Breakdown of Classes: 

Grade/Division 

Program Focus 
(e.g., Literacy, 
Numeracy, 
Blended) 

Total Number of 
Classes 

Total Number of 
Students 

Total Number of Hours 
of Student Instruction 
Per Day 

Kindergarten-Grade 3 Blended 31 148 3 hours per day 

Grades 4, 5, 6  Blended 11 48 3 hours per day 

Combined Classes K-6  
 

Blended 11 57 3 hours per day 

Classes for English 
Language Learners 

Included in above classes  
Classes for 
Indigenous Students 

 
Summer Learning Program Schedule (Dates and Hours): 

 

Dates when the SLP is offered (e.g., July 5 to 23) 
 

July 11th to July 29th 
 

Hours of student instruction (e.g., 9 am to 12 pm). Note: the minimum requirement is three hours daily or 
equivalent to 45 hours of instruction. 

Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-12 p.m. 
 
Indicate different modes of student instruction and amount of time for students on each task 
(e.g., synchronous class learning, online small group or individual instruction, parent-student-teacher 
meetings, etc.) 
 
Additional hours of instruction (if applicable: e.g., virtual visits, parent sessions, activities, etc.) 
 

 
Planning and Preparation 

 

Preparing for the 2022 Summer Learning Program 
 
During the past year, boards have been adapting to the demands of teaching in different settings for 
student learning. Areas that boards may address during summer programs include:  
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- preparing teachers for synchronous learning;  
- identifying technology needs and support staff; 
- providing additional resources for parents and students; 
- supporting students for whom virtual learning is not a possibility; 
- organizing/transitioning to face-to-face student learning; and 
- supporting students for return to in-class/school learning in September. 

  
Outline the most important considerations that your board may face when planning for your 2022 
Summer Learning Program and how you plan to address these areas.  
 

Planning and Preparation 
-staffing the program to allow for small group 
instruction  
-coordinating and managing resource 
selection, purchase, organization and 
distribution 
-determining a narrow focus for instruction 
and support that would best meet the needs 
of a range of learners in numeracy and 
literacy  

Outcomes 
 
Please see the following document—Planning and 
Preparation Considerations —for details 

 
Student Engagement 

 

Engaging Summer Learning Students with Learning Activities 
Boards develop and implement a range of strategies to ensure successful and engaging summer programs 
for their students -- both individually, and as part of a class or small group.  
 
This year’s Summer Learning Program will again be organized to reflect the challenges facing boards during 
the pandemic. 
 
Indicate in your responses below the range/type of instruction that you are planning this summer to 
maximize student learning, engagement, participation, and attendance. 
        

Plan to Maximize Student Engagement 
and Attendance 
-small group instruction (1:5 ratio 
maximum) 
-individual instruction 
-support from ERT and/or tutors in the 
classroom  
-engaging physical activity during breaks 

Outcomes  
 
Please see the following document—Student Engagement 
Outcomes—for further details.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lfyJCMfEEbnUMSbDklznSFmEV05Gtjs9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lfyJCMfEEbnUMSbDklznSFmEV05Gtjs9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/155WUaOGWYGuVNrHCE2Z3Z4TBGhL0_Egs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/155WUaOGWYGuVNrHCE2Z3Z4TBGhL0_Egs/view?usp=sharing
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-face to face and virtual options to meet 
the needs of families  
-provided transportation for face-to-face 
learning program 
- ongoing, clear communication with 
families regarding what to expect from 
the program and what is expected from 
participation 
Activities, Tours, and More 
This year, again, presents both challenges and opportunities to keep students motivated, engaged, and 
interested.  While the usual SLP requirement for a fitness and activity program (in addition to the 45 hours 
of student instruction) may return this year, many boards are reporting exciting ways to provide integrated 
online learning activities that keep students stimulated and curious about the world around them. 
 
These online activities could include a virtual or student tour of a (preferably local) library connected to 
their literacy program, teacher-led fitness breaks for students (not a recess break), a virtual tour/YouTube 
video of local historical sites integrated into student learning activities, visuals of math manipulatives and 
mathematics strategies, etc.  
 
For face-to-face in-class SLPs, there may be a safe return to some of these activities within the guidelines 
and direction provided by the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health. 
 
There are many more innovations boards are using to keep students engaged and learning. Share your 
activities, resources, and strategies (and add links if available) on the summer learning website via the 
contact page: https://ontariosummerlearning.org/contact-page/  
 
Boards that share SLP highlights via Twitter are encouraged to mention @OntarioSLP (the official CODE 
summer learning account) in their tweets. 
 
Plan for Keeping Students Motivated and 
Interested 
-small groups of 5 or fewer students  
-opportunities for individual 1:1 support 
(tutors and/or ERT)  
-structured physical activity breaks with 
engaging equipment  
-use of hands-on materials (e.g. 
manipulatives, math games and puzzles, 
etc.) 

Outcomes 
• Each site was provided with Physical Education 
equipment geared towards active movement breaks that 
were provided for all students as a transition between 
literacy and numeracy instruction.  All equipment provided 
supported collaborative groups and movement for both 
small and large muscles.  Examples of activities were indoor 
curling sets, Tchoukball, tennis racquets, balls and nets, 
soccer nets and balls to name a few.  Staff were provided 
with activities and instructions from OPHEA and followed all 
guidelines.   
• In addition to hands on manipulatives, students had 
access to interactive flatboards, and chromebooks to access 

https://ontariosummerlearning.org/contact-page/
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virtual manipulatives to support both Literacy and 
Numeracy. 
• Students were given access to experiential learning 
opportunities through naturalized outdoor classrooms  

 
Parent Engagement 

 
Summer learning offers unique opportunities to connect parents with schools, teachers, and their child’s 
education. This is especially true in a virtual environment, where parental involvement in learning at home 
can increase opportunities for student success. 
  
This year, SLP teachers and administrators will likely use a range of online tools and techniques to connect 
with parents.  Below are some examples of parental outreach techniques boards have found to be 
effective:  
 

- Individual online or in person teacher-parent discussions.  

- Prepared video update for parents.  

- Predetermined time for parents to contact and meet teachers. 

- Teacher-parent emails. 

- Use of the board/school website or social media accounts. 

- Parent questionnaires and written questions from parents. 

- Recorded or in-person parent interviews. 

- Regular mail and student reports. 

Explain how you plan to support and involve parents in your board’s Summer Learning Program, and how 
these strategies will be used to encourage greater parent engagement during the school year. 
 

Plan for Parent Engagement 
-communication via email   
-student material kits sent home prior to start 
(for use during program and to keep 
afterwards) 
-virtual program communication via the 
Niagara Catholic Virtual Learning 
Environment (NCVLE)  

Outcome 
 
Please see the following document—Parent Engagement 
Outcomes—for details.  

 
Connecting Summer Learning to Regular School Programs 

 

One distinct benefit that has emerged from the Summer Learning Program is the ability to assist 
September teachers in being better prepared to program for more vulnerable students when they enter 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DswG3rY_qSyXmDW0uvm2U0wzT3ROr_WS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DswG3rY_qSyXmDW0uvm2U0wzT3ROr_WS/view?usp=sharing
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their classrooms in the fall.  The more receiving teachers know about summer learning students and their 
progress over the summer, the more opportunities these students will have for a successful September 
start.  
  

Plan for Connecting Summer Learning to 
Regular School Programs 
-communication centrally including an 
overview of the key areas of focus for the 
program and which students were involved 
and will provide insights into future areas of 
professional learning for all staff  
-student reflections provided for families  

Outcomes 

*Each site VP collected all of the Literacy and Numeracy 
pre and post assessments and shared them with the 
Principal and Resource teacher of home school of each 
student.  The letter to staff suggested that the data be 
shared with the classroom teacher and added to the 
child’s IEP. 
*all data (qualitative and quantitative) collected was 
analyzed and used towards creating direction for the 
system.  The data and feedback were shared with both 
the Program and Innovation department and Student 
Services.  Data supports the need for a continued focus 
on early reading in K-2 and a focus on developing number 
sense and algebraic reasoning in mathematics.  
*Distributing resources to form basis of continued 
system-wide professional learning this year  
*Celebration of Summer Learning Teachers as 
ambassadors that help share their learning and 
experience using the resources and sharing the impact of 
the summer learning on students 

 
Helping Students Return to School 

 

For many students and parents, the 2021-22 school year presented significant challenges for student 
learning, engagement, social connections, and focus. The 2022 Summer Learning Program presents a 
unique opportunity to a) help students prepare for their return to regular school, and b) assist parents in 
supporting their children for the September return.  
 
A focus for this year’s SLP is to not only bridge the gaps in learning created by the current health crisis, but 
to also prepare students for a return to school in September. Some initiatives that may help include: 
  

- Community and/or board social worker support for students and parents. 

- Partnerships with local mental health agencies and community resources. 

- Organized sessions for parents on how to help their son or daughter in September. 

- Providing and/or developing resources to support teachers and parents.  

- Establishing a section on board websites. 
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- Online discussions between summer learning teachers and receiving teachers and mental health 

support professionals. 

- Individual counseling and support for summer learning students and parents. 

- Professional learning for teachers to better identify and support students at risk. 

Outline some of the strategies and activities that you plan to include in your 2022 Summer Learning 
Program with the aim of assisting parents and students with the return to school in September. 

Plan for SLP Helping Students Return to School 
-summer learning program to enhance 
student confidence, generate excitement 
about learning and returning to school 

Outcomes 
 

1. All families who participated in the Summer 
Learning Program were offered spots in the Learn 
Style Tutoring Program after the program ended.  
The intent was to give families further support 
and bridge Summer Learning with the start of 
school in September.  

 
These were the flyers sent to families at the end of 
the program: 

 
All students were provided with Family Math Kits and 
literacy folders to help continue their learning outside of 
the program.  
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Communicating the Effectiveness of Summer Learning Programs 
 

As summer programs expand and diversify, there is greater interest in SLPs among parents, board staff, 
and trustees. This interest has been amplified through the use of virtual learning programs. 
 
Boards are still required to report to their Board of Trustees on their 2022 program, noting highlights, 
effectiveness, and areas for future consideration. However, boards do not have to submit a copy to CODE 
of their 2022 Report or Presentation to Trustees. 
 
Explain how you plan to communicate the success(es) and effectiveness of your Summer Learning Program 
to parents, teachers, principals, the board of trustees, and community stakeholders/partners.  
 
Plan to Communicate Effectiveness of the 
2022  SLP 
-share success with principals, presentation to 
trustees, planned press release  

Outcomes 
-General overview at September Committee of the Whole 
Meeting by Superintendent Kinney 
-Further details to be shared with trustees and Senior 
Administration, and principals (to be scheduled)  

 
Expanding Summer Learning Programs 

 

Maximizing Opportunities for Summer Learning Students. 
 
Over the past few years, many boards “stretched” their CODE summer learning funding to reach more 
students and offer more classes, including through the use of other funding sources. Some considerations 
for weighing these possibilities include: 
 

- Number of additional classes. 

- How these classes are funded and organized. 

- Other factors when deciding to offer additional classes. 

- Areas in a virtual program that may not require funding (e.g., transportation, recreation activities, 

food for nutrition breaks and student lunches, etc.)  

Indicate if you will be offering more classes (other than those funded by CODE) and how your board is 
funding and organizing these classes. 
 

Plan to Extend and Expand Summer Learning 
Classes 
 
*please see breakdown of additional classes 
on pages 1-3 of this report  

Outcomes 
A total of 253 students attended the Summer Learning 
Program between face-to-face and virtual options. All 
classes contained 5 or fewer students for every 1 
educator, as well as additional site support (e.g. VP, ERT, 
Tutors, etc.) 
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- our plan was to expand the number of 
classes  from 4 to 53 (from 60 students to 237 
students) in both face-to-face and virtual 
options, maintaining a small group of no more 
than 5:1 
 
 

Comments  
Please add any comments that you feel will be helpful. 
        
 

 
 

Submitted by Supervisory Officer Responsible for the 2022 SLP: 

Name:  Kim Kinney 

Position:  Superintendent of Education—Program & Innovation  

Title:  Superintendent of Education 

Email contact Information:  kim.kinney@ncdsb.com  

 
Signed by: 
 
September 19, 2022           
Date      Signature of Director of Education 
 
 

mailto:kim.kinney@ncdsb.com
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2022 Summer Learning Program Board Plan and Report Back  

 
 

The Board Plan for Summer Learning 2022 
With the ongoing considerations as to how students learn, the 2022 Summer Learning Program (SLP) can again be 
organized and offered in different formats, including virtual learning and in-person/face-to-face classes.  It is understood 
that summer learning plans may vary from board to board and be individually designed to meet the needs of their more 
vulnerable students, parents, and communities.  
 
Due to these variable conditions and that, for 2022, there may be a range of face-to-face student learning classes and 
virtual SLPs, it is important for the Council of Ontario Directors of Education (CODE) to maintain a clear picture of:  
 

- the range of programs offered this summer;  

- the successes of students and teachers; 

- the challenges they face; and,  

- the solutions undertaken by boards.   

CODE has a reporting responsibility to the Ministry of Education on Summer Learning Programs and their funding; 
reviewing board SLP plans greatly assists with this reporting and with future planning.  
 
Boards are asked to complete the following template which provides important information in two categories: the first 
section (Plan) outlines the board’s summer learning plan for 2022; the second (Outcomes) reports on results achieved 
during this year’s program.  
 
Some suggested activities/strategies are included in the plan template. While these should be considered as examples only 
and are not necessarily required, please note that these suggestions have been identified in discussions with board leads 
as areas they are undertaking to support their SLP students, teachers, and parents. Board leads are encouraged to outline 
the activities/strategies that their board will be using this summer and are also asked to include a sample of a daily 
schedule/timetable with their board plan. 
 
Boards should submit two reports: the first part of the attached template (due June 30, 2022) will include the board 
plan(s) for summer learning; the second part (due August 31, 2022) will report on the outcomes accomplished. 
 
Please return the completed Board Plan and Report Back by email to Janette Jensen janette@ontariodirectors.ca on the 
dates specified above.  A copy must also be forwarded to the CODE Regional Lead for your board. 
 
Only one Plan/Report Back document, encompassing all regular CODE SLP programs offered, is required.    
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Board Information 
 
The statistical information requested below is to be included in the June 30, 2022 report and updated in the final board 
report submitted on August 31, 2022. 
 

Summer Learning Program Team (please indicate names) 
 

Name of Board York Region District School Board 
 

Supervisory Officer 
Responsible for the 
SLP 

Heather Sears 

SLP 
Principal/Coordinator 

Rita de Ala 

SLP Teachers Mari Sofos (Regional Teacher), Shanyn Waxman (Regional Teacher), Anita Soo, 
Katelyn Mercer, Natalie Chan, Nadia Benincasa, Iheoma Lambert, Meenu Malik, 
Delnaz Cingolani 

 
Number of Classes 

 

Number of virtual 
learning classes 

0 

Number of face-to-
face student 

learning classes 

6 

 
Allocation by Board 

 
Number of classes 
provided through 
CODE funding 

6 

Number of classes 
provided through 
Board funding 

0 – We had allocated funding and structures to support 11 additional programs.  
However, due to low enrolment and lack of applicants we closed 11 programs. 

Number of classes 
offered through other 
funding (please 
specify e.g., other 
Ministry program 
funding, community 
partnerships, etc.) 

2 programs will have an addition teacher to support through the Tutoring 
Allocation Fund 
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Total number of 
classes 

6 

Breakdown of Classes: 

Grade/Division 

Program Focus 
(e.g., Literacy, 
Numeracy, 
Blended) 

Total Number of 
Classes 

Total Number of 
Students 

Total Number of Hours 
of Student Instruction 
Per Day 

Kindergarten-Grade 3 Blended Program 6 115 6 

Grades 4, 5, 6      

Combined Classes K-6  
 

    

Classes for English 
Language Learners 

    

Classes for 
Indigenous Students 

    

 
Summer Learning Program Schedule (Dates and Hours): 

 

Dates when the SLP is offered (e.g., July 5 to 23) 
 
July 4- July 29, 2022 
 

Hours of student instruction (e.g., 9 am to 12 pm). Note: the minimum requirement is three hours daily or 
equivalent to 45 hours of instruction. 
 
9 am – 3:30pm (6 hours of instruction)  
 
Indicate different modes of student instruction and amount of time for students on each task 
(e.g., synchronous class learning, online small group or individual instruction, parent-student-teacher 
meetings, etc.) 
 
In person program 
 
4 hours Combination of large, small, individual instruction 
2 hours outdoor instruction (weather permitting) 
6 hours Total  
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Additional hours of instruction (if applicable: e.g., virtual visits, parent sessions, activities, etc.) 
 
3 hours per week Professional Development for staff 

 

Planning and Preparation 
 

Preparing for the 2022 Summer Learning Program 
 
During the past year, boards have been adapting to the demands of teaching in different settings for 
student learning. Areas that boards may address during summer programs include:  
 
 

- preparing teachers for synchronous learning;  
- identifying technology needs and support staff; 
- providing additional resources for parents and students; 
- supporting students for whom virtual learning is not a possibility; 
- organizing/transitioning to face-to-face student learning; and 
- supporting students for return to in-class/school learning in September. 

  
Outline the most important considerations that your board may face when planning for your 2022 
Summer Learning Program and how you plan to address these areas.  
 

Planning and Preparation 
 
The YRDSB Regional Lead 
Teachers/Consultants, will provide online 
resources, Professional Development sessions 
and regular check-ins throughout the program 
to support Program Staff skill development 
and capacity building in the areas of: 

 Creating inclusive learning communities 

 Completing program planning and 

monitoring  

 Providing daily instruction with a 

whole group or small group of 
students, incorporating outdoor learning 
practices 

 Planning for integrated experiential 

learning connected to literacy and 
mathematics 

Outcomes 
 
Professional learning and collaboration was provided for 
teachers and educators through weekly professional 
development sessions and ongoing communication with 
Regional Lead Teachers/Consultants. 
 
Professional learning sessions were very well received by 
educators, with 80% of all educators indicating that the 
professional learning topics were very helpful. 
 
This year, the planning team implemented a more 
responsive approach to professional development.   
 
After the first few days of welcoming students into the 
program, we noticed a higher number of students 
presenting with various needs.  There were a number of 
students identified with Autism Spectrum Disorder and/or 
presenting with Language needs. 
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 Incorporating the outdoors into 

program planning 

 Incorporating manipulatives and 

hands on materials into program 

 Providing personalized feedback to 

students 

 Communicating with families 

As a result, we invited a Regional Special Education 
Teacher to present practical strategies with how to 
support students with varying needs.  This session was 
very well received by our educators.  Many of the 
strategies presented were implemented into our 
programs in the following weeks. 
 
This summer, we wanted to introduce a shift in mindset.  
We presenting a guiding question to our educator teams. 
 
“How can we change our thinking about readiness and 
relationship building? Mindset shift: What can schools do 
to get ready for children?” 
 
Educators were challenged to think of welcoming families 
and building relationships in a new way. Instead of the 
often thought idea that children need to be ready for 
school, we asked educators to think about how schools 
can get ready for children and their families. 
 
Educators were challenged to position themselves as true 
partner with parents.  Pedagogical documentation was 
created to ensure parent voice was present in our 
programming. 
 

 
 

 

Student Engagement 
 

Engaging Summer Learning Students with Learning Activities 
Boards develop and implement a range of strategies to ensure successful and engaging summer programs 
for their students -- both individually, and as part of a class or small group.  
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This year’s Summer Learning Program will again be organized to reflect the challenges facing boards during 
the pandemic. 
 
Indicate in your responses below the range/type of instruction that you are planning this summer to 
maximize student learning, engagement, participation, and attendance. 
        

Plan to Maximize Student Engagement and 
Attendance 
 
In order to provide an opportunity for 
students and parent/guardians to have an 
enhanced learning experience, a variety of 
learning materials will be provided to 
classrooms.  New instructional materials that 
support culturally relevant and responsive 
practices will be available for programs to 
use. 
 
Educators will use a variety of pedagogical 
approaches, such as hands-on STEM activities, 
literacy activities and exploration of natural 
areas of their community, to engage students 
in authentic contexts for math and literacy 
the learning. 
 
Small group/individual opportunities will 
provide students with personalized 
instruction as they transition back to school in 
September.  
 
We have also hired Educational 
Assistants/Child and Youth Workers/Senior 
Counselors to programs where year round 
engagement and attendance have been low – 
to use their expertise in building relationships 
with children and youths to maximize 
opportunity for engagement and provide an 
added level of social-emotional support. 

Outcomes 
 
This summer, we focused on the re-engagement of 
families and children.  We wanted to ensure that families 
were introduced to a welcoming space where they felt 
like not only their children but they themselves belonged 
and were our partners in education. 
 
The Supported Entry was an opportunity to build warm, 
reciprocal relationships with children, families and 
educators.  
 
During Supported Entry, families were invited to attend a 
15-minute meeting with their child on the first day of the 
program, Tuesday, July 5th, 2022. Translators were 
arranged for families who required it. 
 
During Supported Entry, caregivers were invited to set 
goals for their children alongside our educator team.  
These goals were used to inform our programming.  Our 
Pedagogical Document of learning was directly linked 
with these goals. 
 
This partnership allowed for greater family and student 
engagement and increased attendance. 
 
Educators will use a variety of pedagogical approaches, 
such as hands-on STEM activities, literacy activities and 
exploration of natural areas of their community, to 
engage students in authentic contexts for math and 
literacy the learning. 
 
We know that when families and children see themselves 
reflected in the resources and materials used in the 
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program, engagement increases.  Below you will see 
photos of Student and Family Engagement. 
 
For several program sites, we hired Educational 
Assistants/Child and Youth Workers/Senior Counselors to 
programs where year round engagement and attendance 
have been low – to use their expertise in building 
relationships with children and youths to maximize 
opportunity for engagement and provide an added level 
of social-emotional support. 
 
For 2 of our programs we also hired additional teachers 
using the Tutoring Allocation Fund in order to support 
added learning needs within those programs. 
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Activities, Tours, and More 
This year, again, presents both challenges and opportunities to keep students motivated, engaged, and 
interested.  While the usual SLP requirement for a fitness and activity program (in addition to the 45 hours 
of student instruction) may return this year, many boards are reporting exciting ways to provide integrated 
online learning activities that keep students stimulated and curious about the world around them. 
 
These online activities could include a virtual or student tour of a (preferably local) library connected to 
their literacy program, teacher-led fitness breaks for students (not a recess break), a virtual tour/YouTube 
video of local historical sites integrated into student learning activities, visuals of math manipulatives and 
mathematics strategies, etc.  
 
For face-to-face in-class SLPs, there may be a safe return to some of these activities within the guidelines 
and direction provided by the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Health. 
 
There are many more innovations boards are using to keep students engaged and learning. Share your 
activities, resources, and strategies (and add links if available) on the summer learning website via the 
contact page: https://ontariosummerlearning.org/contact-page/  
 
Boards that share SLP highlights via Twitter are encouraged to mention @OntarioSLP (the official CODE 
summer learning account) in their tweets. 
 

Plan for Keeping Students Motivated and 
Interested 
 
The Summer Learning Programs will be 
provided with learning materials that support 
learning through experiential opportunities 

Outcomes 
 
Educators successfully incorporated a variety of 
pedagogical approaches and exploration. With the 
support of Educational Assistants, and Translators; 
education teams were able to build relationships with 
students, increase comfort levels, and consistency. 
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and culturally relevant and responsive 
pedagogy. 
 
Materials were carefully curated to include 
culturally responsive and relevant texts and 
learning materials. 
 
Educators will use a variety of pedagogical 
approaches, such as hands-on STEM activities, 
literacy activities. The exploration of natural 
areas in their communities, to engage 
students in authentic contexts for math and 
literacy the learning. 
 
Small group/individual opportunities will 
provide students with personalized 
instruction as they prepare for a return to 
school/learning in September. 
 
Some programs will include Educational 
Assistants/Child and Youth Workers/Senior 
Counselors to further build relationships with 
students. 
 
Summer Learning Programs will include 
translators, Settlement workers, Community 
Partnership Developers that students/families 
are familiar with to increase comfort levels. 
 
A conscientious effort was made to hire staff 
from the student’s home school to increase 
familiarity and consistency. 

Small group and individual instruction provided 
students with personalized instruction, better 
preparing them for return to learning in September. 
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Parent Engagement 

 
Summer learning offers unique opportunities to connect parents with schools, teachers, and their child’s 
education. This is especially true in a virtual environment, where parental involvement in learning at home can 
increase opportunities for student success. 
  
This year, SLP teachers and administrators will likely use a range of online tools and techniques to connect with 
parents.  Below are some examples of parental outreach techniques boards have found to be effective:  
 

- Individual online or in person teacher-parent discussions.  

- Prepared video update for parents.  

- Predetermined time for parents to contact and meet teachers. 

- Teacher-parent emails. 

- Use of the board/school website or social media accounts. 

- Parent questionnaires and written questions from parents. 

- Recorded or in-person parent interviews. 

- Regular mail and student reports. 

Explain how you plan to support and involve parents in your board’s Summer Learning Program, and how these 
strategies will be used to encourage greater parent engagement during the school year. 
 

Plan for Parent Engagement 
 
Parents will receive a series of 
communication (with supports from 
board translators and settlement 
workers) that will make connections 

Outcome 
 
Educators and families were able to communicate daily through a 
number of platforms. The addition of translators was extremely 
beneficial in supporting clear and direct communication related to 
their child’s learning. 
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related to their children’s learning 
through the learning activities planned 
for their children.  
 
Opportunities for parents to 
communicate with the teacher have been 
built into the office hours during the 
scheduled day. 
 
Programs will offer Family Fridays every 
week to invite families into the 
school/classrooms to contribute their 
input and be a part of their child’s 
learning journey in schools. 
 
Parent surveys will be conducted upon 
entry 
and exit of program 

 
With the return to face to face program, we also welcomed the 
return of the Family Friday’s portion of the program every week. We 
invited families into the school/classrooms to contribute their input 
and be a part of their child’s learning journey in schools. 
 
During Family Friday’s, many of our Community Partnership 
Developers were in attendance to provide the connection to 
community resources. 
 
 

 
 

Connecting Summer Learning to Regular School Programs 
 

One distinct benefit that has emerged from the Summer Learning Program is the ability to assist 
September teachers in being better prepared to program for more vulnerable students when they enter 
their classrooms in the fall.  The more receiving teachers know about summer learning students and their 
progress over the summer, the more opportunities these students will have for a successful September 
start.  
  

Plan for Connecting Summer Learning to 
Regular School Programs 
 
Individual student portfolios will be collected 
throughout the program.  Program outlines 
will be made available to teachers. 
 
Professional learning is embedded into 
summer programming to ensure teachers are 
building a repertoire of new strategies and 
tools to support experiential learning, project 

Outcomes 
 

Our final Professional Development focused on the shifts 
in practice and thinking ahead to considerations for 
Regular School Programs in September.  We asked our 
Educator teams to reflect on our practice and consider 
the shifts we can make in September considering the 
Right to Read report.  What oral language strategies we 
can continue to use to support our youngest leaners with 
language development. 
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based learning and culturally relevant and 
responsive pedagogy. 
 
Transition supports for students and teachers 
facilitated with the support of regional 
consultants and teachers to home school 
staff. 

Here is a Jamboard of all the strategies and practices that 
our educator teams will be implementing as they prepare 
for the new school year. 
 

 

 
Helping Students Return to School 

 

For many students and parents, the 2021-22 school year presented significant challenges for student 
learning, engagement, social connections, and focus. The 2022 Summer Learning Program presents a 
unique opportunity to a) help students prepare for their return to regular school, and b) assist parents in 
supporting their children for the September return.  
 
A focus for this year’s SLP is to not only bridge the gaps in learning created by the current health crisis, but 
to also prepare students for a return to school in September. Some initiatives that may help include: 
  

- Community and/or board social worker support for students and parents. 

- Partnerships with local mental health agencies and community resources. 

- Organized sessions for parents on how to help their son or daughter in September. 

- Providing and/or developing resources to support teachers and parents.  

- Establishing a section on board websites. 

- Online discussions between summer learning teachers and receiving teachers and mental health 

support professionals. 

- Individual counseling and support for summer learning students and parents. 

- Professional learning for teachers to better identify and support students at risk. 

Outline some of the strategies and activities that you plan to include in your 2022 Summer Learning 
Program with the aim of assisting parents and students with the return to school in September. 
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Plan for SLP Helping Students Return to School 
 
The majority of staff who will be teaching this 
summer learning program are from the 
family of schools where the students attend.  
 
Tools such as an exit letter survey and 
outlining the program, students’ strengths 
and possible next steps have been developed 
for Summer teachers to complete and to 
share with the school administrators and 
receiving teachers. 
 
This is a requirement of the program in order 
to bridge the gaps created by the impacts of 
the pandemic and to plan for individual 
student success. 

Outcomes 
 
Educator teams worked through pedagogical 
documentation for learner portraits for each 
student to inform responsive planning. They captured 
learner assets and growth observed as well as next steps 
for teachers and students in learning to share with 
teachers in the Fall. 
 
All learner portraits and pertinent information were sent 
to school administrators with an email that included 
contact information so that administrators could follow 
up with our Regional Teachers for additional support. 
 
In a Caregiver Survey, 99% of families believe that their 
child will be better prepared for entry into school in 
September because they were enrolled in our program 
this summer. 
 

 
 

Communicating the Effectiveness of Summer Learning Programs 

 
As summer programs expand and diversify, there is greater interest in SLPs among parents, board staff, 
and trustees. This interest has been amplified through the use of virtual learning programs. 
 
Boards are still required to report to their Board of Trustees on their 2022 program, noting highlights, 
effectiveness, and areas for future consideration. However, boards do not have to submit a copy to CODE 
of their 2022 Report or Presentation to Trustees. 
 
Explain how you plan to communicate the success(es) and effectiveness of your Summer Learning Program 
to parents, teachers, principals, the board of trustees, and community stakeholders/partners.  
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Plan to Communicate Effectiveness of the 
2022  SLP 
 
In previous years, YRDSB will share program 
information and successes with Trustees 
through a Summer Learning presentation in 
the late fall. 
 
We are fortunate to have curriculum 
Coordinators and Consultants from 
Curriculum and Instructional Services (Early 
Years, Literacy, ESL/ELD and Mathematics 
Teams, Speech and Language Pathologists) 
participating in the design and 
program development and Lead teachers 
providing support to staff facilitating this 
Summer Learning experience. 
 
Information regarding successful practices 
related student learning and parent 
engagement will be shared with the system 
through ongoing professional learning. 

Outcomes 
 
 
YRDSB Administrators, Curriculum Consultants, Regional 
Teachers, Teachers, and Educational Assistants developed 
summer learning programs. 
 
Regional Teacher Teams lead professional learning and 
support for the Teachers and EAs that worked with the 
SLP students and families. As a result, they have 
developed a bank of learning tools and resources that will 
help inform on-going professional learning for 
programing for system learning that supports both 
student and caregiver learning and engagement. 
 
In addition, the collection of pedagogical documentation 
of student learning and feedback from caregivers, 
teachers and students will support sharing the outcomes 
of the CODE SLP. 
 
We also look forward to other board opportunities 
throughout the school year to share our summer learning 
programs. 

 

Expanding Summer Learning Programs 

 
Maximizing Opportunities for Summer Learning Students. 
 
Over the past few years, many boards “stretched” their CODE summer learning funding to reach more 
students and offer more classes, including through the use of other funding sources. Some considerations 
for weighing these possibilities include: 
 

- Number of additional classes. 

- How these classes are funded and organized. 

- Other factors when deciding to offer additional classes. 

- Areas in a virtual program that may not require funding (e.g., transportation, recreation activities, 

food for nutrition breaks and student lunches, etc.)  

Indicate if you will be offering more classes (other than those funded by CODE) and how your board is 
funding and organizing these classes. 
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Plan to Extend and Expand Summer Learning 
Classes 

A variety of summer programs have been 
offered this year supported by the board and 
by the Ministry. Funding for these programs 
was a combination of Board funds and new 
Ministry of Education funding to support 
summer learning this year. 

Elementary 
Non Credit Programs 

 Reading Interventions (Student Services) 
 Early Years Summer Program (P Plus 

& CIS) 
 Program for Students with 

Developmental Delays 
 Elementary Summer School (Con Ed) 
 Destreamed Math Support (CIS) 

Credit Reach Ahead Programs 
 Discovering the Workplace (Con Ed) 
 International Languages (IIL) 
 Black Student Success Program 

(ISCS) 

Outcomes 

This summer, our CODE summer learning funding to 
reach more students by offering classes that followed a 
more family centered approached. 

We had multiple families inquire if programs would 
accept younger and/or older siblings. In an effort 
to accommodate and support the mental health of our 
families during a pandemic, we restructured classes to 
include a larger range of mixed ages. 

Both educators and families reported positive feedback. 

Teachers: 

“It was great for relationship building” 

“I think by allowing this, we are supporting the families 
and this supported parent and family engagement” 

Families: 

“Thank you so much for teaching both my children. We 
really need this help” 

We hope to continue this family centered model in the 
future especially given the warm reception. 

Comments  
Please add any comments that you feel will be helpful. 

Please find our final report slidedeck presenting the Building Blocks for Grade 1 Summer Program. 
Additional details about the program and data sets can be found here.  

 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z4mri_Qt2VtjXsCKj-fABhpffeIrN-0b/view?usp=sharing
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Submitted by Supervisory Officer Responsible for the 2022 SLP: 

Name:  __Heather Sears_________________________________________________________ 

Position:  _Coordinating Superintendent of Curriculum and Continuing Education______________________ 

Email contact Information:  _____heather.sears@yrdsb.ca_____________________________________ 

 
Signed by: 
 
             
Date      Signature of Director of Education 
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